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WORLDS

FAIR

Sites for State Buildings Being
Selected.
FIGHT OVER STRATTON

NUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 30, 1902
ington to discuss witn him a plan to
end the strike."
Russian Village Burned.
Lodz, Russian Poland, Sept. 30. One
hundred and twenty houses out of 129
comprising the village ,of Voshnlk,
Russian Poland, have been burned to
the ground. The fire was caused by
children playing with fire. Two children perished in the flames.
.

MILLIONS.

Funeral of the Suicide.
The funeral of Mrs. Laura Hudson,
the colored woman who committed suiCabinet Conference Over the Penn- cide yesterday took place at the parlors of O. W. Strong & Sons this after-noosylvania Coal Miners' Strike.
at 2 o'clock. As she had a large
number of friends In the city the funeral was well attended. The remains
RUSSIAN VILLA6E DESTROYED BY FIRE. will be taken to Boonevllle, Mo., tonight and will be taken charge of by
her aunt, Mrs. Bell Jackson. The husSt Louis, Mo., Sept. 30. The gov- band, Oscar Hudson, will accompany
ernors of nine states, accredited rep- the remains. Her Intimate friends have
resentatives of the national govern- very little sympathy for the husband.
ment and twenty or more states or They attribute the cause of all the
territories are here to participate in trouble to him.
the allotment of sites for buildings and
Football Player Injured.
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
Grover Strong, a nephew of W. W.
ceremonies for which begin today,
Missouri, Louisiana, Texas, Illinois, Strong, who had his collar bone broken
South Carolina, New York, Arkansas, while playing football at the Indian
Kansas and Montana received posses- school last Saturday afternoon Is restsion of their respective sites. Tomor- ing easy. Grover, with a few other
row the remaining states and terri- young men of the city, was playing a
practice game of football with the Intories will receive their allotments.
dians Saturday with a view to playing
with the Indians against the AgriculSTRATTON S' MILLIONS.
tural college team during the fair.
Lawyers Fighting Over the Will of Strong had the hall and was making a
wing run when the Indian tackled htm
Colorado Miner.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 30.
around the legs, throwing him on his
An unexpected delay occurred today In phoulder, breaking the collar bone.
the fight over the Stratton millions. The Injury was cared for by Dr. Wood,
Judge Orr, county court, cited the ex- the Indian school physician. Grover
ecutors to appear before him at 9 Strong, although young, plays a strong
o'clock this morning and show cause quarter back and this accident will
why they would not turn over the es- pi event his playing In the fair game
tate to the three administrators ap- and will weaken the local team to some
pointed by him several days ago. At extent.
the stipulated hour none of the executors had appeared but instead, N. Si
DISTRICT COURT.
Candy, junior counsel, came into court
for the executors and Karl C. Schuyler
for the administrators. Judge Orr ory
dered a continuance of the case until Anderson found Guilty of Rape
2 o'clocn. In the meantime the leadCase or Trial.
ing coffnsot for both sides held a Joint
conference in the private rooms of
-'- i
i' ' '
Judge Orr, behind closed doors, the
THE MRS. SMITH CASE.
interview lasting two hours and up to
the noon hour nothing was given out
as to the program decided upon. FeelThe case of the Territory vs. W. A.
ing ran high this morning when it was
reported that the executors would be Anderson, charged with assault with
lodged in jail for contempt of court, Intent to commit the crime of rape,
but abated upon hearing the order ot was tried this morning in the district
Judge Orr continuing the case until court. The Jury was out but a few
this afternoon.
minutes when they returned a verdict
of guilty. The evidence for the proseOffer of Compromise.
cution showed that the defendant in
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 30. I.
last July observing the prosecuting
Harry Stratton announced this after- witness,
Lucia Garcia, at work at her
noon that he hart been approached by
home, stepped Inside the door
aunt's
one of the executors appointed by his and accoBted her and engaged her In
father in the will with a proposition to conversation. Finding no one was
compromise the contest and answered about he caught hold of the girl and
that he would withdraw his suit upon a attempted to overpowerr her. But as
fettle of $1,000,000. Attorneys for the the defendant attempted to fasten the
executors, administrators and the son door the girl escaped from her assailhave been In conference nearly all day ant, and gave the alarm. She told her
and the announcement of young Strat- story and the defendant was arrested.
ton is believed to be the conclusion The defendant denies the girl's story.
arrived at.
But the evidence was bo strong against
him that the Jury rendered a verdict of
IMPORTANT CONFERENCE.
guilty. W. C. Heacock appeared for
the defendant.
President and Cabinet Confer on the
The court Is engaged this afternoon
Coal Striken
in the trial of the case of the TerriWashington, Sept. 30 The coal tory vs. W. A. Davis, charged with
strike and the situation that has re- larceny of clothing from the ware
sulted from it was the subject of a con- house of Ilfeld & Co. The defendant
ference held at the temporary white is represented by Raynolds & Hickey.
Yesterday afternoon the trial of Jose
house today at which the president,
Attorney General Knox, Secretary K. Platero, charged with defacing a
Moody, Postmaster General Payne and brand, was tried and found not guilty.
Governor Crane, of MassafSiusetts, par- The district attorney introduced sevticipated. Every one connected with eral witnesses and seemed to have
the conference are very reticent, but it made an unassailable case. The atis learned that the president la much torney for the defendant, W. C. Heaconcerned over the matter. Just what cock, set forth arguments showing that
action can be taken is not known. The the district attorney had not shown
impression prevails that one reason that the offense had been committed
for the hurried visit of Secretary Root within the period set by the statute of
to New York was for the purpose ot limitations. The judge held that the
discussing with the leading business time should have been shown and Inmen of that city the situation with a structed tne jury to return a verdict
view of bringing the strike to an end. of not guilty.
In the case of Mrs. W. G. Smith,
The conferees met again alout 2
o'clock and are now in session in the charged with arson, Attorney E. W.
Dr. Lung called Dobson made an able argument in suppresident's room.
shortly after the second conference port of the demurrer to the effect that
the prosecution in Introducing an inbegan but did not see the president.
The second conference lasted less surance company as complainant, had
than an hour. The coal situation was not shown that the company was a corfurther discussed,- but the participants poration. If the demurrer lie sustained
refused to make- any statement when it Is believed the case will be barred
they came from the president's room. by the statute of limitations before it
"Has any line of action been taken can be brought to trial. The Judge will
that the administration confidently ex- give his ruling on the case later.
As The Citizen goes to press Judge
perts will settle the strike?" PostmasBaker still has the Smith case which
ter Payne was asked.
"I cannot answer that question," he was being tried yesterday, under
nt.
said.
Is it not true?"
Pleasant Party.
"To say so now would be premaMiss' Braithwaite entertained deture." he replied, as he entered bis carlightfully at her rooms in the Grant
riage.
building last night. Besides refreshments, music, both vocal and instruWall 8treet Rumor.
New York, Sept. 30. The; Commer- mental, was enjoyed. Those present
l,
cial Advertiser says: : "It was rumored were Misses Braithwaite, Bessie
Ellen McClure, Inez Bliss, and
In Wall street today that President
had asked certain presi- Messrs. J. K. Poyas, Newton Cozine,
itoosevelt
dents cf the coal roads to go to Wash Charles T. Nicholson and Fink.
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ZOLA'S

DEATH.

Tamaqua, Pa., Sept. 30. After a
lapse of several days troops were
again sent through the Panther Creek
valley today. The action was taken
because the turbulent element has
been acting in a boisterous manner In
an effort to Intimidate the
on their way to work. The presence of soldiers had a quieting effect,
and although the strikers and pickets
were out in force, there was no disturbance.
Attempt to Wreck a Train.
Reading, Pa., Sept. 30. An attempt
was made to wreck a Philadelphia &
Reading railroad express train late
last night at Brooke's Crossing, a short
distance below Pottstown. A fish plate
was spikel to the rail in such a manner that the wheels would strike It
when the train came along. The wheel
of the engine did strike the plate,
which broke and the train was derailed. The officials are investigating.
FINANCIAL

8eretary

SITUATION.

Cit-lzeh- 's

&haw Relieved the Monein New York.

tary Stringency

New York, Sept. 30. Secretary
Shaw was an early visitor at the
today. Shaw came to the
financial district for the purpose of
discussing the situation with the bankers. Early callers included. President
George F. Baker, of the First National
bank; Francis L. Hine, vice president
of that bank, and Vice President
of the National City bank. The
secretary expects to remain down
town the greater part of the day. He
expressed himself as being much grati
fied at the improvement shown by the
monetary outlook at prices above the
lowest. The principal cause of rebound
this morning was the action of Secretary Shaw's to remit the requirements
on national banks to maintain a cash
reserve against government deposits
which are secured by government
bonds.
y

Van-derli-

Cause of Zola's Death.
Paris, Sept. 30. The autopsy on the
remains of Emile Zola has resulted in
an official declaration that he died
from asphyxiation caused by carlxjnlc
oxide fumes.
TERRITORIAL

FAIR

west will meet before the net to dewon and cherished. The
toot ball players will line up as a wall
of stone and do battle royal on the
r.rldlron for the championship of New
Mexico.
Even )tne chess men of the
Urritory will have a meeting during
the coming festivities. A club of about
twelve membera has been organized
find has Its headquarters in room 5,
Cromwell block. W. P. Metcalf has
been elected president of the new club.
The new club will be known as the
Albuquerque Chess club and will have
a regular session every afternoon, with
something extra during the fair.
It the professional base ball players
who will be here during fair will do
some sensational fielding In high balls
caught, it will remind the old timers
of the days when the secretary of the
fblr association, and H. Scott Knight,
the superintendent of bill posting, were
star players In the left and right gardens respectively. It was only a few
years ago, before the gray heads became prominent, that these local amateurs startled the natives with some
sensational sky scraping catches, and
it Is dollars to doughnuts that whenever they see a game of base ball they
become suddenly young again.
The exposition at Albuquerque next
month wlU be the most largely attended and the most interesting of any yet
held. Many new anfl interesting features have been added to the program
all sections of the territory will be
better represented.' both In exhibits
The inducements
and attendance.
offered are larger and the management
backed by the business men of .Albuquerque the most enterprising in the
territory are leaving nothing undone
to make the exposition a complete success. San Marclal Bee.
In the hurry of making up the best
Afternoon paper printed in a town of
this size in the United States. The
usually correct foreman yester
day afternoon got a lot of local fair
notes mixed with an article about the
fair from the El Paso Times. The
readers saw the notes, however, and
read them, hence, figuratively speak
ing, there was no mistake.
An event, which brrm1"ea to be one
of the most Interesting features of the
fair Is the wild. steer roping contest
between Sheriff W. C. Stewart, of Ed
dy county, and Sheriff Thomas S. Hub-belof Bernalillo comity. The stakes
of this contest will be a wine supper
foi all the cowboys entered In the rop
Ing contests of the fain
Prof. Luther Foster, president of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
r.nd Mechanical Arts, writes from Las
Cruces that as the fair association has
no power with which to run the ma
chlnery the college intends to send, he
will make arrangements for sending an
electric motor from the college.
The float of the Eagles of the city Is
being personalty supervised In its con
Ftruction by John Cuneo, and he says
the lodge will be represented Tn the
l lg parade by something extra nice.
Miss Adele Hubbell desires The Citizen to say that she is not a candidate
for queen at the approaching fair, and
at.ks her friends not to persist In voting for her in the future.
ft nd cup

TOPICS.

l,

Mrs. H.

U. FergiiBson

and younger

returned tnia morning from
"Boss Man at the Fair" Receives a daughter
their summer vacation, spent on the
Pacific coast. Miss Erna, the eldest
Letter From Williams.
in California and
daughter,
remained
has entered school at

OTHER INTERESTING

NOTES.

L,oa

Angeles.

POLICE COURT.

A young man. siting his name as
Brown, was run in by the marshal. He
was out of work, noi doing anything In
particular, but was liable to do something or somebody. He was released
with a warning to get work or get out
of town.
George Abnan, u continual labor
Becker, was before Justice Crawford,
charged with being drunk. He was
found Bleeping on the sidewalk. He
was given five days of service for the
city.
Justice Crawford ave Peones Lucas
ninety days In Jai! for assaulting his
Scott Knight and conspicuous adver- wife. The case was tried in Justice
tising car No. 3 returned from their court yesterday afternoon.
western trip yesterday.
Mr. Knight
"Buffalo Bill."
reports having been treated in a generous manner by the people of the
To educate is to elevate and refine,
western towns and says that they are and Colonel Cody Buffalo Bill) has
coming to the fair by the car loads. done more to cnluiiten and enlarge
Mr. Knight will leave tonight on his the public mind on t lie wonders of savsecond trip north and will go as far as age and military litv in all parts of the
Trinidad.
world than any living man or author
Every phase of American sport will ever accomplished. By bringing tobe represented at the coming fair. gether horsemen an l warrlorB from ev
Cowboys will show their superior qual- ery nation on tin- - arth who illustrate
ities as wild steer ropers and bronco their various manners and methods of
busters. Crack shots of the plains warfare, the great scout has accomv. Ill exhibit
their steady nerves and plished wonders in showing to the pubeagle eyes.
The dauntless Indian lic the true life of far distant lands,
braves will ride their best ponies for and disnellinif tra litions of barbar
the entertainment of the palefaces. ity, which have ! ' n engendered and
The giants of the great American game iostered in the rimi'is or civilized peo-fl- e
of base ball, all tried and found not
by the distortions of fiction writers.
wanting after a hard season's work, In this respect Colonel Cody ranks
will come from the eastern cities, and among the great, t educators of the
toss and hammer the pig skin for the age. A view of the different peoples In
entertainment of the visitors. The the street parade is an education in
ttnnls champions of the great south itself.

J. H. O'Rielly, president of the fair
association, received the following letter this morning, signed Bud Emery:
Williams. Ariz.. Sept. 28. 1902.
J. H. O'Rielly, ' Boss Man at the Fair."
I would like to come over to your
town and work for you durin the fair.
have bean here some time (gamblin)
and am anclous to make a move (as
"pap" used to say when he played
checkers) half a joke. I do "reube
business;" work grounds, quarter
stretch and grand stand and I will
guarantee I can make your folks laugh.
1

i

--

Portales Circuit To be supplied la
ter.
Hagerman
Circuit Rev. W. T.
Burke, recently transferred.
Carlsbad Rev. E. S. Oordson.
Alamogordo Rev. D. A. Williams.
on the New York
Demlng Rev. Arthur Marston.
Lordsburg Circuit Rev. W. A. Dick
Exchange.

ALHOSU
Wild

Scenes
Stock

PANIC

POLITICAL NOTES
San Miguel Selscts

Deletes.

ey.

Odessa Circuit
son.

Rev. S. L. Thoma-

Rsta

-

Transferred I. W. Brooks, to north THE LUNA COUNTY CANDIDATES.
Mississippi; J. D. Hammond, to Little
Rock; H. M. Whaling, to Texas conNew Orleans Street Car Lines Tightly ference; S. D. Stamey, to North Caro- Democratic County Candidates Ka- -c J
lina; J. T. French, to West Virginia;
E. P. Ryland, to Los Angeles.
In Several Counties.
Tied Up.
After Monday morning's sermon
Geo. O. Hamilton, of White Oaks, and
or- A
ROTES.
BATCH
THE DES MOINES RIYER ON RAMPAGE. John E. Prator, ot Nogales, were
OF INTERESTS
dained deacons.
After the evening sermon W. E.
New York, Sept. JO. There were Foulks, of Alpine, was ordained an Special to The Cltlsen.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. SO.,
wild scenes for an hour on the stock elder.
The following republican delegates to
exchange this morning, owing to the
Clouded.
Situation
Raton convention were selected late
violent rebound In prices from yesterSaratoga. Sept. SO. The actual sit- yesterday afternoon:
day's panicky closing. Opening gains uation this morning as regards candiJ. S. Clark, D. C. Wlntera, Marguer-it- o
Romero. A. R. Qulnley, Jose 8.
over last night's prices were from a dates was as clouded as it was up to a
s,
night
Senator Esquibel, Felix Esquibel, Roman
fraction to four and five points. Evi- late hour last man hasFormer selected
been
"No
Zacarlas Valdex, Eugenlo Rodent urgent buying by distressed Hill said:
the gubernatorial nominee. The race mero, Felix Garcia,. Juan Cavanaugh.
shorts played an important part in the as
Is
an open one."
still
Charles A. Spless, SecUndino Romero.
buoyant up rush as there was a prompt
The convention was called to order Jamea S. Duncan, A. B. Murray, M.
relapse. Buyers In yesterday's slump
John B. Stanch-field- , Stewart, Felipe Baca, Y. Oarcia.
hastened to take profits at the ex- at 12:30 o'clock and
of Elmira, temporary chairman,
pense of the shorts. Flustuatlons were
assemblage.
LUNA COUNTY REPUBLICANS.
wild and trading very excited. Loans addressed the
on call at IS to 18 per cent helped to
River on Rampage.
County Candidates for Various Offices.
unsettle the trading again but the mar30.
Des
The
Sept
Iowa,
Ottumwa,
Named Last Saturday.
ket steadied and became quiet by 11
Moines river Is on a rampage today
The republican colfhty convention ot
o'clock.
and has risen to a mark within a foot Luna county waa held at Demlng last
of high water mark and a further rise Saturday evening and was very harContested Democratic Delegation.
Thousands of dollars monious and passed off in treat shape.
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 80. Prior to Is expected.
assembling of the democratic state worth of property and crops have been A. O. Bailey, of Columbus, was made
convention today the state committee damaged. A mllo of sewers has been cuairman, and O. M. Harris, of Demdecided that the delegation from the washed out and great stretches of rail- lng, secretary. W. H. Greer and Cipri-an- o
Baca were elected 'as delegates to
Ninth assembly district of New York road are under water.
the republican territorial convention '
City, headed by Frank J. Qoodwin,
at Raton. The following county ticket
should be placed on the temporary roll,
HE VISITED ALGODONES.
;
was nominated:
while the delegates led by former
County Commissioners First disChief of Police Wm. 8. Devery, were
trict. B. F. Taylor; Second district. F.
mentioned as contestants.
Third district, Volney
Judge Abbott Gives His Ideas .About R. MlUlken;
'
Rector.
LINE TIED UP.
.
""
'
Sheriff CI prlano Baca.
Algodones Smelter.
and
Collector
.Kelly.
C.
Treasurer
J.
New Orleans Jtrest Cart Tied Up by
'
'
. Assessor
a. C. Kudu.
,
,
fttHke.
,
..
Judge
Probate
Pennington.
Ewdard
SITE.
A
CONSIDERS
600D
New Orleans, Sept. 30. Nearly the
-Probate Clerk B. Y.'McKeyes.
police-forcentire
of New Orleans was
Superintendent ot Schools U. Franconcentrated this morning at the Aracis
Duff. re
geologist,
Judge Abbott, the
Just
bella barn of the New Orleans Street
following county committee waa
The
Hallway company, with the expecta turned from a three days' trip to the appointed
with T. A. Carr as chairman
tion that there would be trouble when Algodones country, on being asked by and Chrlstoval Raithel,
Jr as secrethe company attempted to run cars to- a Citizen reporter, "What are your Im- tary:
day. It was ascertained, however, that
Precinct No. 1, Demlng, T. A. Carr;'
and what are
the power connecting all but one of pressions of that locality
doing?" replied: No. 2, iower Mimbres, B. F. Taylor;
men
new
smelter
the
the circuits In this barn with outside
"I am not ready to give a very defin- No. 3, Cooks, Alfred Taylor; No. 4.
lines had been cut off. The cutting off
description of the mineral resources Cambray, F. R. Mllliken; No. 6, Columite
of the power will not prevent the runscenic portion of eastern Ber- bus, J. A. McCoy; No. 6, Hermanos,
ning of cars in the lower or business of that county,
nalillo
but will visit it again E. L. Hall.
part of the city, but if any cars are soon
The resolutions strongly endorsed
more extended invesa
and
after
moved In other sections of New Or- tigation may have more to say on the President Roosevelt, the administraleans today mules probably will be subject. As to
the new smelter, A. J. tion of Governor Otero, the work cf
used. The electric linemen In the em- Frank,
president
and manager, and Delegate B. 8. Rodey and republican
the
ploy of the railway company who went
R. G. Baleomb, postmaster, showed me policies.
out on a sympathetic strike yesterday every courtesy. And I saw the smelter
refuse to repair the break in the supsite which Is about two miles south of
POLITICAL NOTES.
ply wire.
the old sidetrack at Algodones on the
The only controversy In the Grant
edge of a fine mesa near the Santa Fe
railroad track, where water in unlimit- county republican convention
was
CONFERENCE.
METHODIST
ed quantities may be had by sinking over chairman of the county central
fifteen feet to the underflow and it is committee. The precinct chairmen
good water, too. A new sidetrack has met after the convention and Wm. H.
The Methodists Closa Their Meeting been put In and the Santa Fe Railroad Newcomb and W. D. Murray were
company stop trains at tJie smelter plated in nomination, which, on a vote,
at El Paso.
site and are putting in a telegraph being taken, resulted. Jo. a tie. .New
office which will be in operation soon comb moved to leave tt to the
Mr. Frank Is the moving spirit, ably
candidates just nominated
THE APPOINTMENTS.
seconded by Mr. Baleomb, who Is a which was agreed to and that also refine architect, a man of experience and sulted In a tie. Some one suggested
a jolly good fellow. These men are to toss up a coin which was also
The New Mexico Methodist confer pushing ahead and showed me bills of agreed to and Newcomb won.
ence was brought to a close Sunday lading for six car loads of lumber to be
The democrats of San Juan county
evening at El Paso by the announce- used in the cottages and smelter build- are considering the names of the folment of appointments for the district ing and still there is much more to lowing gentlemen as candidates for
by JMshop Key.
come.
the county offices : D. J. Donovan and
"The town site is on the Rio Grande Joseph Prewltt for probate clerk; M.
The most important announcement
to El Paaoans was the appointment of valley, two miles wide at this potut, McKenzle, Roy Btewart and R. H. GilRev. Daniel L. Collie, of Louisville, to and I saw the fruits near by In abund- lespie for sheriff; Harvey Towner
and
succeed Rev. Ryland as pastor of Trin- ance, which reminded me that a can W. T. Mullarkey for school superinity church and the naming of Rev. T. ning factory would be a. profitable In- tendent; Charles F. Holly, surveyor;
L.
of Pecos, to the presiding vestment. It is a very desirable place William McCoy, A. R. Springer. W. G.
to live, and you may say that the Black, T. J. Arrlngton. S. W. Wight-ma- n
eldership of the district.
Mr. Ryland has left El Paso and his smelter will be built and a town spring
and F. M. Pierce for county com- successor will arrive In time to hold up there Inside of a few months that missioners, and several names for
will be a benefit to Albuquerque as in each of county collector and treasurer,
third Sunday services. ,
The appointments, as announced by turn Albuquerque will be its main bus- for assessor and for probate judge.
iness city, so that in time Algodones
tne bishop are as follows:
W. B. Walton, editor of the Silver
will be to Albuquerque like Boulder is City Independent, announces himself
Albuquerque Qlistrict.
to Denver in Colorado.
a candidate on the democratic ticket
Robert Hodgson, presiding elder.
"Town lots will soon be for sale, for probate clerk of Grant county.
Albuquerque Station Rev. Mark
plans for the construction of workHodgson.
Jimmle Shipley, who formerly re
Magdaiena Circuit Rev. W. S. Hug- - men's cottages are ready, and in six sided in this city years ago with hid
or seven mouths the smelter will be In estimable wife, is the republican candipett.
Gallup Rev. Robert Hodgson, pre- full blast."
date for probate clerk of Grant county.
The reporter asked: "Do you think He is popular with the people of the
siding elder.
Cerrillos and Madrid Rev. R. Ray. the smelter is near enough to good southern county.
commercial ores?"
Watrous Re. George Ward.
The democrats of Lincoln county
The answer was: "Look at Pueblo, have nominated the following county
El Paso District.
Springs,
Colorado
Denver, Kansas City ticket: S. C. Wiener and Ira Sanger,
T. L. Lallance, presiding elder.
and Omaha, where they have the larg- commissioners; Saturnino Baca, proEl Paso I). L. Colli.
est smelters and you know there are bate Judge; John W. Owen, sheriff;
Alpine Circuit Rev. W. E. Foulks.
Marfa and Fort Davis Rev. 8. E. no mines near the two latter cities,
Kins, prouate clerk;
while It Is nearly fifty miles from the Mayer, treasurer and collector: PoA
Allison.
Penasco Circuit Rev. S. E. Wilson. former to the nearest mines. That flrio Chaves, assessor; E. J. Co.'
White Oaks Rev. Goorge 0. Hamil- is the business of the railroads to school superintendent; A. E. Williams,
transport the ores and the fluxes and surveyor.
ton.
the Santa Fe will do all they can to
Nogal Circuit Rev. F. A. Bond.
D. J. Rankin returned last ntrhr
encourage
this enterprise."
M.
and
Berino
Cruces
Rev. J.
from a two weeks" business trip at
Ray.
W. E. Grimmer, with the Albuouer- - Farmington.
and went to Bernalllln
Pecos and Barstow Rev. J. L. Sells. que Steam laundry, and family, spent
this morning, He expects to return
Roswell Rev. J. E. Lyon.
Sunday at Wbitcomb springs.
tonignu
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TO AID INDIANS.

Briggs
& Co...
IKUG

PRFFCKirTION

FULL LINE OF

DrcnemlcdSspnysiclens supplies jrusscs
Proprietors of Alvarado Pharmart).

People Organized Under
Laws of Arizona.
"The Sequoya League," whereof the
motto Is "To make better Indians," has
Incorporated under the laws of Arizo-nn- .
The reason why Tucson was chosen as "the principal place of business"
It ariumed to be simply the cheapness
of lrtl5rporatlon in this territory. The
objects of the Incorporation are fully
cxpresrrd in the motto, though an Ini
dustrial note Is Indicated by a
that tells of tlie hope of the noddy to lead the In.ilan wards of the
nnticn toward independence find self
support through their own eiToit ?. The
oli'.L-tTanl directors cf In: league
comprise t.ie following nam.'d:
Dr. David Starr Jordan, president
."Stanford university. California; Dr. C.
Hart Merrlnm, chief biological survey,
Washington; Dr. Ge irto 15ird Grlnn?ll,
editor Forest and Stitar.i. N.w York ;
D. M. Riordan, Los Anrls?. Cal.; Richard Egan. Caplstrano, Cal.; Chairs
Cassatt Davis, attorney, Los Angeles;
Charles F. Ltimmls, Los Angeles.
Advisory Board Mrs. Phoebe A.
Hearst. University of California; Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.; United
States Senator Thomas R. Bard, California; Edward E. Ayer, Newberry library, Chicago; Miss Estelle Reel, superintendent of, all Indian ochools,
Washington; W. J. McGe.e. ethnologist
In charge bureau of ethnology; E. W.
Putnam, Peabody museum. Harvard
college; Stewart Culin, University of
Pennsylvania; George A. Dorsey, Field
Columbian miiscum, Chicago; Dr. T.
Mitchell, Prudden, College of Physicians and surgeons. New York; Dr. Goo.
J. Engleman, Boston; Miss Alice C
Fletcher, Washington; F. W. Hodge.
Smithsonian institution. Washington;
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago; Mrs.
F. N. Doublcday, New York; Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington; Hon.
(Mohonk). Redlanda,
A. K. Smiley
Cal.; George Kennan, Washington.

....Autumn Season 1902....

Prominent

ISTH

PROHPT ATTENTION

Let the GOLD DUST twin do your work."

to mail orders

Cor. Gold Ave. and First St

We present to the Ladies of Albuquerque and vicinity for the Fall of 1002 the most
comprehensive line of Dress Goods, Silks, Linings and Trimmings ever collecte'd by
one concern west of Chicago. OUR UNEQUALED CASH PURCHASES and ever
increasing outlet give us a buying prestige which is reflected in the lines we carry
and the prices we are enabled to quote.
.

If

para-prr.pl-

the territory In settling the matlkuft:ir;;;:e Daily
ifijfi) ted
ter of the taxation of the property of
companies. No man, however
llud HES& McCUElGHT, Publishers railroad
poor or obscure, has ever applied to
Thos. Hughes
Editor him for assistanca but what It has been
W. T. McCreight, Mgr. end City Editor ' given freely and promptly. Through
his eirorts .New Mexico has become
Published Daily and Weekly.
known to the people of the United
States for the first time in its history."
waobiatod Press afternoon dispatches
largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Cortes of ibis paper may be found
on file at ssoington In the office of
fur pecle! correspondent, E. O. Slg-rer918 F street, N. W Washington,

I. C

New Mexico
from the

demands Statehood
Congress.

Fifty-Sevent- h

Terms of Subscription:
as 00
Uany, by null, one year.
I wily, t'y mall, six month.
00
Tily, by mall, three nioruna. ....... 1 60
mall, one month
to
Dty.
iT
Oally. by carrier, one month
76
per
year
by
00
mail,
I
Wly,
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
l the c.y at the low rate of 20 cents per
week, or for 35 cents per month, when
monthly. T re rates are lees than
ald
tenm of any other dally paper In the
territory.
For Delegate to Congress
B. 8. RODEY.

It

It is easier to make complaints than
Is

to make a living.

There Is an increased attendance at

the territorial university.

When you feel that you are doing

right others think

so too.

Wherever there is a political boss
there is also another to oppose him.
Raton is destined to become a prominent railroad center In the near future.
Over 300 new dwellings have been
In this city in the past two

erected
years.

There are 3,000 words which are
used al'ke in French and English with-ou- t
change In spelling.

The
annual territorial
fair will be the very best exhibition
ever held In the ftocky Mountain regtwenty-secon-

d

ion.

"About all you can do with people
who hate you," says the Atchison
Globe, "is to conclude the have bad

taste,"

If General Funston mixes In the

loca-

tion of the military post in this territory he will realize that In comparison
his swimming of a Philippine river
under fire was a pleasant picnic

,

dever-eipn-

IMMENSE CHURCH FUND.
When it was stated some time ao
that the Methodist Episcopal church
proposed to raise $20,000,000 as a new- century thank offering many persons-regarded the proposal as impractical.
However it will soon bo an accom-plithefact. Of the $20,000,000 proposed all but $3,000,000 has been subscribed, and the remainder may be considered in sight.
This large sum is to be devoted to
freeing churches from debt and for
work. With this vast sum at
Its'disposal Methodism should receive
a great Impulse..
The September number of theChurcn
Economist says:
The Methodists of Canada Fet their
figure at $1,000,000, and they have raised $250,000 more than that, and the
Presbyterians of Canada put their
mark also at $1,000,000, and have already obtained $1,430,000, with a probability that they will recojve $150,000
more. The English Methodists have
raised $4,500,000; the English
who sought $2,000,000,
have secured $3,212,000; the English
Baptists, who put their figure at $1,-- "
250,000, have already received $1,000,-000- ,
and the Congregationallsts of
Wales, who set out to secure $100,000
in live years, have received $860,000 in
three years.
The Economist reckons that the
churches have secured $30,000,000 of
the $40,000,000 proposed, and that the
movement In all its branches is proving an unexpected and overwhelming
success. Doubtless the entire sum proposed will be secured.
The raising of these sums does not
interfere with the usual church contributions, but is entirely separate from
them. The money comes also not from
syndicates of rich men, but from
contributors. Certainly there is
a lesson In these figures for those who
doubt the efficiency of the churches.
Congre-gationalis-

ts.

Treasurer

W.

C.

Patterson,

Los

Angeles National bank; Amelia B.
Josephine W. Drexel.

The Store the People Talk About

h&ffl
that contains

Hard-wat- er

CtQLB DUST

0

SHOULD

BE

The McKlnley

County Republican

"Hon. B. S. Rodey, our present delegate to congress, will no doubt receive the nomination at Haton on the
loth of uext month. Mr. Rodey deserves a re-- i lection at the hands of the
republican icrty for magnificent services which he hap rendered to the party and to the territory during the past
two years. He did a great deal of hard
wark and aided materially in the passing of the laws now In effect for the
benefit of the miners, and the same Is
true of the Irrigation bill passed last
winter. The west will receive the ben
efit of the $C,OuO,000 appropriated for
reservoirs by means tf which thous
ands of emigrants will be provided
wita homes. To the intelligent and
pej.nitent efforts of Mr. Rodey is due
In a great measure the assurance that
si.Vtehood win be given us this winter.
None but capable and honest men have
ever received a recommendation for
office from Mr. Rodey. He has assisted hundreds of citizens of the territory
In bringing to a successful issue matters of business which had been pending for years. He has greatly benefit- -

Mail

Pape'

Orders

Patterns

Is the beet of cleansers. COLD DUST

Promptly
Filled

None Higher

softens the hardest water, cuts all
grease and grime and effectually rids
the house of dirt. It does more work
and better work than any other
cleaner. GOLD DUST is unequaled
for washing clothes and dishes.

220

Leon B.57RiN,proprietor

DRESS GOODS.

Had only by

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Chicago,

Bosten,
New Tori,
MaLeri of FAIRY SOAP.

Frein

All-Wo- ol

54-in- ch

St. Louia.

teu to

-

loili

)i

52-i- n.

MINING

ENGINEER.

V. V. CLARK,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 10s
West Crold avenue,
juquerque, N. M.
Sper.lrtltle--Rpnrt,
surveys and mapa:
plnns and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

38-i- n.

in black,

All-Wo-

ol

plain colorings and mixtures
everywhere hale Price
This Week per yard

8.

306 Railroad avenue. Office hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appoint-

out-doo-

BEAUTIFUL FALL FLANNELS
They are ready here, In an assortment surpassing anything you
ever have seen before.
27-ISatin Stripe Prunella W a i stings, a large variety of colorings
50c quality ;Sale price per yard, 35c
27-iTricot Flannels
In 15 different shades usually sold
at 50c Sale price per yard, 35c.
27-iEffect Granite
Persian
Waistings In a large variety of
colorings sold everywhere at 25c;
Sale price per yard, 19c
27-iFancy Striped Waistings
Its an elegant line see window
display a beautiful line of shades
wool and mohair mixed splendid 75c value; Sale Price Thla
Week, per yard, 50c.

LAWYER8
ATTORN

i

rnard 8. Rodey
Albuquerque, N

M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profesnlon. Will practice In all courts of the territory and
the United States land office.
Ira M. Bond
42 F street, N.
ATTORN
W., Washington. P. C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice It

n

e

R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAN.
JEMEZ A SULPHurf HOT SPRINGS M. Office, First NationalAlbuquerque,
Bank bulldlnf
STAGE LINE.
Frank W. Clancy
Carries the U. 8. man; only line with
rooms 2 and &,
a change of stock en route; good rigs, N.ATTORNEY-aa-LAT. Armljo bulldlnc, Albuquerque, N.M.
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, i'hursday and SatE. W. Dobson
ATTORNET-AT-LAurday at 5 a. m. For particulars adOffice, Croni
Nothing Lixe Oil.
dress W. L. Trimble t Co., agents, Al- well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
"In dealing with man, remember buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprieJohn H. 8tlngle,
that a spoonful of oil will go farther tor, Jemcz.
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell bloet
Albuquerque,
e,
N. M.
gallon of vinegar." The same
thnt
your
Gentlemen!
new
suit
order
may te said of children. There Is
PHYSICIAN
now of the Nettleton Tailoring agency
lothlng so good for children as the
be well dressed fair week,
and
b'. J. E. Bronaon
castor oil. However much
o
Homeopathic Physician,
they may abhor it, it is their best medIf in doubt where to do your shop- Room 17,
Watting Block.
icine for disorders of the bowels. In ping for fall merchandise, call at The
We
make
best
door
and window
the
the more severe cases of diarrhoea Economist, as they carry the most
screens. They are far superior to any
and dysentery, howeyer, Chamber
stock of dry goods In the ter- made in the east at the same price.
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea ritory.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
cmedy should be given after the oil
"DIAMOND
ICE."
operates, and a quick cure is sure to
THOUSANDS SAVED
follow. For sale by all druggists.
Take a walk around the block and
o
try to match our matchless shirts at
.i if,
RURAL MAIL DELIVERY.
48c and 39c The Lion Store.
On November 1 Routes Will Be EstabFor Consumption. Coughs, Colds
BUSINESS LOCALS.
lished Out of Carlsbad and
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Doming
has
Incorporated.
just
been
Maxwell. .
Demlng,
county
ocat
n.w
of
tho
the
This
wonderful metlicino positivplj
Official notice has been received that of Luna,
Consumption.CotitjliPj C0IJ3
cures
beginning November 1 rural free deDoming is tne great mining
ntei H'xmcliitia, Asthma, Pneumonia.
livery routes will be eptabllshed out of of the southwer-t- .
Investments in Demlnt lots will Ha Fever, Plcv.riej', LaCMppe
Carlebad and Maxwell. No other applications are pending for routes in double and treble la one year.
.& W i;oor
Hoarecnecs,SoroT!:rcr.t
Klelnwort's Is the place to get your iDgCough. Every boltleguirantccc'.
New Mexico but the petition for a
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
route from Duncan, Ariz., which ex- meat.
NO CURE. NO PAY.
tends Into New Mexico, will be considDemlng baa cow a large Ice plant fnlCb BOc.and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
asered just as soon 03 It 1? posstble-taim 9lctric light system under consign an agent to that locality. The tract
$25.00
route from- out of Maxwell will be to
In Demlng the aemand for rental
the west and some eixty families will houses is five times in excess of the To all points In California, Bakersfield
to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
be served. The carrier Will receive supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water on Southern Pacific lines, Bakersfield,
$600 a year and must furnish bis own for Irrigating
vineyards, orchards, or and Hornbrook, San Francisco, San
horse. The establishment of the routes gardens.
Is due to the combined efforts of DeleBuy lota and build in Demlng. Your Jose, Sacramento, and Intermediates.
.
gate Rodey and W. C. Barnes, of
rental returns will be 20 per cent- - on Tickets ou sale September 1 to October
31, 1902. For other information, call
the investment
In Demlng good safe loans can tx on or address F. L. Myers, agent A. T.
The letters notifying Mr. Rodey of
had at better rates than in the old es & S. F.
the establishment of the routes is as tabllshed
towns.
follows:
Just
received a large shipment of
$45.00
l'ostotrice Department. First Assistant Japanese and Chinese mi.ttiug. Albert
To Monterey, Cal., and return, account
Postmaster General, Washington, D. Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng offers the same opportuni- meeting National Wholesale Druggists'
C, Sept. 16. 1902.
now that the most prosperoui association. Tickets on sale Septem
ties
Delegate.
D.
S. Rodey, Territorial
Hon.
alSir Referring to your recent re- cities lu the we-v- t offered several yean ber CO, October 1 and 2. Stopovers
go
Final return
lowed both directions.
quest that pending applications for ruWe are sole agent for Wheeler & limit November 15, 1902. For other inral service in New Mexico be consider- Wilson sewing machines,
the best ou formation, call on or addresss F. L.
reports
you
I
inform
that
ed. have to
tne market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
have been received upon the proposed avenue.
Demlng snips over 100,000 head of
from Carlsbad and from Maxwell. The petition for the latter serv- cattle annually; is the center of the
breeding region In the south
ice requested that the route emanate greatest
west and cattle men all know this.
from Dorsey, but upon investigation
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
that was found Impracticable and the 205 South First street, over the
route was recommended from Maxwell. Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
207 West Gold Avenue.
give
to
thorough
Orders will be issued for the establish- is prepared
treatment, do hair dress-in?- ,
ment of one route from each of the of- scalp
treat corns, bunions and infices mentioned on November 1. There
growing nails.
She gives massage
are no other applications pending for treatment
s
and manicuring. Mrs.
route
Mexico,
The
In
New
service
own preparations of complexion
extending
into croain builds up the skin and Improves
from Duncan, Arizona,
New Mexico, will be considered juet tl.e completion, and are guaranteed
as soon as It is found possible to as not to be injurious. She also prepares
sign an agent to that locality. Re- a hair tonic that cures and prevet-'dandruff And hair falling out; restores
spectfully.
life to dead hair; removes moles.
W. RL'FUS CARLEY.
warts and superfluous hair. Give tier
Acting General Superintendent.
a trial, bbe also has a very fine tooth
" I had kidney tiouWe so bad," says powder, which she guarantees to Ik;
free from all metallic substances. It
J. J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that 1 perfumes tho breath, hardens the gums
My
were
swollen
feet
could not work.
and makes the teeth clean and white,
to immense 6ize and physicians were It is highly recommended by all first
unable to give me any relief. My c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a Wa.. GOETTINQ
CO, Proprlsrtru
cure, and pimple cure, and pile
doctor finally prescribed Foley's Kid- freckle
All of these preparations ate
ney Cure which made a well man of cure.
Ail kinds of FresD Meats bandied.
purely vegetable compounds Give ber
I me.
Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
Sausage making a specialty.
a trial. Automatic telephone iJ'J.

Ail-Wo-

n

I

Indl-vlda-

warranted pure wool
terials for fine black dresses
$1.50 quality. Sale Price
This Week per yard

worth 50c

3S

This store will
be closed all
day Thursday,
October 2, on
account of a
Holiday, ;

Pl2

ol
unci
elegant maevery one a
ba-tap-

vpl.OO

Reliable Silks at
Persuasive Prices
Black Peau de Soie,
for
75c
Black Guaranteed
Taffeta,
quality, for... 69c
24-iGuaranteed
Black
Taffeta, $1.15 quality, for. . . 88c
27-iBlack Guaranteed
Taffeta, $1.25 quality, for... 98c
36-iBlack Guaranteed
Taffeta, $1.65 quality, for.. $1.25
21 in. Black Satin Duchess,
$1.25 quality, for
98c
19-i-

11.00 quality,
19-i-

$1-0-

JlO'BellytCo.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSURPASSED

Just received a
fresh lot of. ... .
HOTW TER BOTTLES
Fountain and Bulb Syringesprices to suit

your-self--5-

THE

OF

BANK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N,

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

0c

to $3.00

Water and Oil Atomizers
of every description.
Come and examine.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MelNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA FE RAILWAY

& CO.

J. H. O'RIELLY

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

THIRD STREET

cxxxxxxoooooocooooooooooo

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

writes.,

CIGARS
1

and sail iwcaty

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

If MIL, KLE1NWORT,

134 West Railroad Avenue.

N. THIRD 6TB8EJ

MASONIC BUILDING.

Wm. Giaesner,

.... Tailor.

Fast Time

to St. Louis

Automatic 'phone 574

The Union
Market The

s

Black Iriah 1'oplin

44-i- n.

CXXXXXJOCXXXXXXOOCXXXXXJCOOO

Dor-sey-

Bam-Llnl'-

y

J

Ktxntiu in black and
you knew its all the rage. warranted dust proof beautifully finished
fully worth $1.65.
(t
Sale Price per yard

Uaeket Cloth, Homespuns and Cheviots in a large variety of

DENTISTS

PI

All-Wo- ol

52-i- n.

jvlv

All-Wo-

the

new blue

navy and brown warranted dust proof best
75c value ever offered Sale Price
rm- This Week per yard
38-i- n.

English MVlton

ol

Price This Week p?r yard

Frf nch Granite Cloth

ol

All-Wo-

54-i- n.'

finest cloth ever shown in this city in grey
and mode suitable for swell tailcr costumes
a splendid $2.50 value. Sale rt

in black, cardinal, wine, sage, grey, castor,

Dr. Conner.
Post grad-iatof Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy. Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 1G4.

O. D.

Jlublt Cloilt

ol

fCir

OSTEOPATHY.

Edmund J. Alger,

All-Wo-

navy, royal, grey mixed, brown mixed, etc.
a cloth that never sells for less than 75c
Our Price This Week
per yard. t

guaran- -

98c

'

-r

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

ments made by mail.

Water Cure for Chronic Constipation.
Take two cups of hot water half an
nour before each meal and Just before
going to bed, also a drink of water, hot
or cold, about two hours after each
r
exercise
meal. Take lots of
walk, ride, drive. Make a regular
habit of this and in many cases
may bo cured
chronic constipation
without the use of any medicine. When
a purgative is required take something
mild and gentle like Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
by all druggists.

in every popular shade to be had

be the best $1.50 fabric ever dlored.
yard
Sale Price for This.Wtek only

Br

LADIES OF THE MACCABEES.
October 1 will be a red letter day
to the supreme hive, Ladies of the Mac.
cabees, which is a social auxiliary to
the supreme tent. Knights of the Maccabees. While only an infant In point
of years, the supreme hive is a giant
In numerical strength. It has a membership of 105,000, with 2.215 hives organized in forty-nin- e
states, territories
and provinces. It spreads the protection folds from Nova Scotia to Alaska,
and from the gulf to the straits. Go
where you will, you will see the home
protection colors the black, red and
wult over the altar fires of over
hives and In 100,000 homes.
"During the past ten years, $2,262,-065.3- 2
has been paid into the homes of
the beneficiaries. In sums of $250, $500
$1,000 and $2,000.
On October 1 the homes and business houses of the members will fly
the colors of lue order, and at 8 o'clock
. m. the hives will hold simultaneous
meetings in their lodge rooms, to carry
out a specially prepared program appropriate to the occasion, making it
in every respect a jubilee celebration.

Cosmopolitan

Sltii South Second Street.
Albnqnprqii".

V Mpi.

Metropolitan

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.
Has changed bands and is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

Another good train for St. Louis leaves Denver at
arriving in St. Louis at 7:19 a. m., the second day.

&
Pratt
casino

Sole agents for
Canned Goods.

Go.

and Ova biand
Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries

214 South Second street.
Hlllshoro Cretmery Butter Best on

Orders solicited.

earth

Free

dellTOry.

10 p. in.

daily,

The Burlington is the only line running Its own trains over its
rails all the way from Denver to St. Louis. There is a certain
amount of satisfaction for the traveler ia dealing with but one company.

1932

1882

F. G.

The St. Louis Special now leaves Denver at 3 p. m. daily, arriving
St. Joseph, 9:30 a. m., Kansas City. 11:10 a. m.. and S Louis at
6:35 p. m. the next day.

at

mmI
.

lillflj

3.

.

mm

MNMMMtfNI

Ticket Office; 1039 17th St
G. W. VALIERY,

General

DENVER.

Agent,
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GRAND

WRECK.

CANYON

Train Ran Into a Band of Sluep and
Was Derailed.
ONE MAN

KILLED.

juries.
Following Is the list of the dead and
injured:
P. H. Swan, St. Louts, killed.
John Powell, foreman, compound
fracture of right leg, scalp wound and
other Injuries; taken to Los Angeles.
C. E. Brown, back and side hurt.
Harvey Zinzer, face cut and bruised.
ankle sprained.
D. J. O'Rourke, face cut, right side
bruised, injured internally.
George Wagner, bad scalp wound.
cut behind left ear, legs bruised.
James Dolan, left hip wrenched.
J. C. Hogan, right ear Injured, both
egs bruised.
D. A. Mable, right arm Injured.
Elmer Leonard, left shoulder and
eft leg injured.
Bert Woods, fcnerally bruised up.
E. S. McClure, hurt lictween the
shoulders and left breast;
sent to home
"
,
at Needles.
J. O. Dodge, scalp wounds, right arm
injured.
Every man in the caboose, with the
exception of T. M. Graham, had more
or less cuts and bruises, he being the
only one who escaped unhurt.
The body of P. H. Swan was shipped
to his home in St. Louis Monday morning In charge of Fireman Smith, of
Winslow.
Following is the verdict rendered by
the jury empaneled by Coroner M. L.
Ranney, of which E. T. Phelan was
foreman, and A. H. Harrell, E. J.
O'Nell, P. E. Hoolihan, Ale. Chisholm
and E. J. Levengood, members:
'We find that the said P. H. Swan.
deceased, came to his death in a rail
road wreck, on the Grand Canyon rail
road, on this, the 20th day of Septem
ber, A. D. 1902, and 'said cause was
purely accidental and unavoidable;
and we, the jury, exonerate all parties
from any and all blame."

stantly had a lively blase to combat,
but with commendable pluck and energy fought the fire until she had subdued

It The

damage consisted of good-size- d
holes burned In the table, tablecloth and carpet, also a thorough scare
for Mrs. McGlnty.

dukkColds

LCONOMItT

The Economist

A draueht. a quick cold:
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, a
quick cure, vjet well before
Dr. J. C. Bishop, or Agnew, Mich- says, "I have used Foley'a Honey and you have to think of weak
n three very severe cases of pneu lungs, broncnuis, pleurisy,
monia with good results In every case."
Ask your doc- Refuse subtltutes. Sold by Alvarado pneumonia.
.
Jt
Pharmacy.
tor what he trunks ot this
f
advice. If he has better,
4 BASEBALL.
bllow it. If not, follow ours.
American League.
Fvtinrl AuAf'e Hiaiw Ta.
it I
At Baltimore

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. J
Shoes, Clothing or Cr '. .rles But Everything In the
Dr . cods Lin.
Agents for McCal' Pattci. All Patterns 10 and 19 eta
Mall Orders Solicited 'd Filled 8am Day as Received.
No

From Williams News.
A backing train, a cut on a curve
with a heavy down grade, a large band
of sheep and an excited herder resulted in a wrecked train, the loss of one
life and a numlr 01 men being badly
remedy for la
toral the best
5 grippe, bronchitis, and other lung
Baltimore
Injured on the Canyon railroad, about
9 troubles that I have ever used. It has
Boston
four miles north of Williams, last SatBatteries Wiltse and Robinson; benefited or cured in every Instance."
urday afternoon.
M. Lodeman, M.U., Ithaca, N. Yr
Sparks and Criger.
Shortly after noon the work train
J C. 4YKS en. I mil.
JSC, Mr.. II .
on the Canyon road, which was going
National League.
r
twenty-fouup
to
pick
miles
about
out
At Philadelphi-aLOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
stringers, was sidetracked here, by No.
4
Boston
33. Some time later they got under
T. B. Clements and family hare re
6
Philadelphia
way and were making up for lost time
turned to the city, tne former from
Morgan;
Malarky
Batteries
and
when the point where the accident ocf agosa Springs, Colo., and Mrs. Cle
ierg and Douglas.
curred was reached. The train was in
ments and children for tne Jemez hot
York
New
At
charge of Conductor J. O. Dodge, with
2 springs.
New York
Brakeman E. S. McClure, Engineer
6
Brooklyn
Ed. Grunsfeld, of the Equitable Life
Lumsden and Fireman Price. The
Matthewson and Bower- - Assurance society, and George P. Lear-narBatteries
work crew consisted of Foreman John
man; Kitson ana Rltter.
piano and music dealers, were
Powell and eleven men, the train bepassengers for Santa Fe yesterday.
ing made up of engine, two coal cars
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lung.
They will visit Las eeas before reand a calKose, and was backing out.
"Several years since my lungs were turning.
Just before the point where the
so badly affected that I had many
Prof. F. A. Jones, engaged in the
wreck occurred Is reached there Is a
hemorrhages."
writes A. M. Ake of United States ecological survey, gathdeep cut. Here the road curves sharp
Wood, Ind. I took treatment with ering statistics of deposits of precious
ly and runs out on a fill. Here, also
several physicians without any benefit. metals of New Mexico, has finished his
belonging
large
to
sheep
a
was
band of
I then started to take Foley's Honey searches and will now confine himself
Frank feverett, in charge of a Mexican
Tar and my lungs are now as to making an official report. It will be
and
sBSep herder. The man was driving
sound as a bullet.' I recommend It in watched for with interest.
the band across the track and about
advanced stages of lung trouble." Sold
W. C. Porterfleld, secretary of the
half were over when the train crashed
by Alvarado Pharmacy.
New Mexico board of pharmacy, sends
Into them.
word to The Citizen that mere will be
Following
Is the testimony
of
Base Ball at Farmington.
meeting of the board In this city on
Brakeman McClure, which was given
games
The ball
of last Thursday and
Beware of trie Knife.
at the coroner's inquest:
Friday, between Durango'a first nine Saturday, October 18, for the examiNo profession has advanced more
"We were backing up the train and
and Aztec's lightning strikers, were nation of applicants for registration.
when I first saw the sheep we were rapidly of late than surgery, but it perhaps the best ever played in the Those wishing to stand the examinaabout 300 yards from them and the should not be used except where ab valley. Thursday's score resulted 6 to tion should notify the secretary at
herder was trying to drive them across solutely decessary . In cases of piles- 3 in favor ot Durango, and Friday's once.
W. W. McDonald, adjutant of the
the track. As soon as I saw them I for example. It Is seldom needed. De- score 5 to 0 in favor of the same nine,
turned around and applied the air In Witt'a Witch Hazel Salve cures quick- winning them the $100 purse offered local G. A. R. post, is in receipt of a
the caboose. When we hit the sheep ly and permanently. Unequaled for by the fair association.
Hildebrand letter from Post Commander J. W. Edabout 1,000 In the flock had gotten by; cuts, burns, bruises, wounds, skin dls and Baker, Moore and Baker were the wards and
Commander A. J.
probably the first part of the flock was ases. Accept "no counterfeits. "I was so batteries for the Aztecs and Davis and Armstrong, who have just attended
lucy feet from the track, and we went troubled with bleeding piles that I lost Beckwith for the Durangoa. both sides the Kansas state Grand Army reunion
"right through the center with the ca much mood and strength," says J. C doing some splendid work. Woolman at Wichita, Kan. The veterans will go
boose and train. The conductor and Phillips, Paris, 111. "DeWltt's Witch Waggoner (on four legs) was Aztec's from Wichita to the national encampmyself were sitting in the cupola of Hazel Salve cured me In a short time." mascot, but with all his efforts the ment at Washington, I). C.
the caboose. This man (indicating Soothes and heals. B. H. Brlggs & Co. adoue boys were destined to receive
A Communication.
Swan) was right in the door; the pre- - and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
nothing more than a goose egg in Fri
Mr. Editor Allow me to speak a
sumption is that he tried to jump and
day's game.
failed. When we hit the sheep we
EIGHTEEN CARATS FUN.
Saturday morning the Aztec boys few words in favor of Chamberlain's
were running about twenty miles an
played a Farmington picked nine for Cough Remedy. I suffered for three
hour, down grade.
There was no "A Chicago Tramp" at Colombo Hall a purse of $25. However, the game years with the bronchitis and could
October 2.
chance In the world to see the sheep
was stopped by rain in the sixth in not sleep at nights. I tried several
and prevent running into them. I saw
Ever since AUthur Jones created his nlng, the score standing 13 to 12 in doctors and various patent medicines,
them just as soon as they could have famous part in "1492" the genus hobo favor of the Aztec nine. Farmington but could get nothing to give me any
been Been, and applied teh air myself." has been one of the most Interesting Hustler.
relief until mv wife got a bottle of this
James Doyle testified as follows: and popular on the American stage.
aluable medicine, which has complete
Take Care of t?ie Stomach.
ly relieved me. W, S. Brockman, Bag-nel"Mr. Dodge, the conductor, was up in
"A Chicago Tramp," which comes to
Mo. This remedy is for sale by
the cupola with Mr. McClure, tjie the Colombo hall on October 2, is of The man or woman whose digeetion
I heard Burt Woods say:
brakeman.
fine Jones article upon which is perfect and whose stomach per all druggists.
'Look out! we are going to get Into It, he has placed his smile of approval. forms its every function is never sick.
and McClure put on the brakes, while Jones himself would laugh at it and Kodal cleanses, purifies and sweetens
Old Abe Running.
Mr. Dodge signaled to the engineer.
The deal for the purchase of the Old
everyone who likes to read the funny the stomach and cures positively and
It appears that when(JJhe caboose sayings, the Independent assertions permanently all stomach troubles, In Abe mine necessitated the suspension
bu uck. uie sneep 11 jumpea me iracK, and the hundreds of humorous things digestion and dyspepsia. It is the of operations on that property, pend
running aiiout 100 feet on the ties, and that are printed about the great Amer wonderful reconstructive tonic that is ing the negotiations and therefore the
then toppled over down the embank' lean tramp cannot fall to have two making so many sick people well and entire force was thrown out of employ
ment. The coal cars and engine went hours of solid fun at every perform weak people strong by conveying to ment. As this great mine had been,
through, but one of the ' former was ance of "A Chicago Tramp."
their bodies all of the nourishment in for years, the main stay of the camp
ditched a title further on. As soon as
the food they eat. Rev. J. H. Holladay, the closing of the work, although for
possible the engine was cut loose and A Certain Cure for Oysentery and of Holladay, Miss., writes: Kodal has only a short period, produced a mark
sent to, town for help. Upon its ar
Diarrhoea.
cured me. I consider it the best rem ed influence on the business of the
" Some years ago l was one of a edy I ever used for dyspepsia and community. Work was suspended only
rival here Dr. Tyroler was summoned
and after attaching a car, in charge of party that intended making a long stomach troubles. 1 was given up by for the purpose of taking the necesAgent Hudson, again left for the bicycle trip," says F. L. Taylor, of New physicians. Kodal saved my life, sary Inventory of the property and
wreck.
Albany, Bradford County, Pa. "I was Take it after meals. B. II. Briggs & making the few repairs thought adHere a pitiful sight met the gaze taken suddenly with diarrhoea, and Co. and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
visable by the new management.
Men were standing around here and was about to give up the trip, when
Last Saturday work in the mine was
counten editor Ward, of the Laceyvllle Messen
THE RECORD BROKEN.
there with
resumed and Monday the mill began to
ances, doing all in their power for ger, suggested that I take a dose of
crush the ore laden with Its precious
The Present Enrollment at the School yellow metal and the accustomed
their less fortunate comrades.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dia
of
Largest
in
Its
Mines the
The physician immediately attended rhoea Remedy. I purchased a bottie
sound of the whistle now again echoes
History.
through the surrounding canyons and
the wants of the injured men, afteiJ and took two doses, one before starting
The enrollment for the present year cheers the denizens of the camp with
wnicn tne crew set to work to remove and one on the route. I made the
the shattered caboose from off the trip successfully, and never felt any at the School of Mines has already sur its more than welcome music. White
passed all former enrollments and
body of tae unfortunate Swan.
ill effect. Again
summer I was Is still increasing, says the Socorro Oaks Eagle.
The body of the dead man and his almost completely last
run down with an Chieftain.
crippled comrades were loaded on the
Attend special saie of corsets and
I bought a bottle
of
dysentery.
attack
Several new names were added to accessories ot The ljconomlst.
train and brought to town, where Dr, of this same remedy, and this
time the list this week and other parties are
Tyroler could better attend their in
one dose cured me." For sale by all expected to come from a distance in
Cheap Ratct To Illinois. Indiana.
druggists.
Michigan. Toronto, Ontario, New York
a
days.
few
!
.
.
It has been found necessary to in Pennsylvania. West Virginia. On sale
FREQUENT BLAZES.
crease the accommodations for stu October 2 and 3, limited November 4
Several Small Fires Have Occurred in dents. The board of trustees have F. L. Mcyeis, agent.
Winslow Recently.
therefore leased tho two upper rooms
Costumes,
be has a hard enough time. Every- Laet Sunday afternoon the fire alarm of the high school building for the use
tmng mat me expeciaru mwner
paper
patterns Just re
The
Standard
3
are
sounded about o'clock and called the of the Sc hool of Mines, and these
can do to help her child she should
effects in
firemen out to fight a blaze which had now being put Into first class condition ceived show slot
do. One of the greatest blessings
Etarted in a house on Front street 00 with a view to both comfort and con costumes, jacket;;, walsta and skirts
she can give him is health, but to
do this, sue must liave neaitu Hereupied by Frank Dlckerson and fam venlence. This move establishes no Standard patterns an be relied upon
self. She should use every means
ily. While playing around one of the connection whatever between the two in making your autumn and winter
to improve her physical condition.
rooms
a daughter of Mr. Dlckerson had schools, but these rooms were rented clothes. Be sure to visit our paper
She should, by all n;ean, supply
a match and unwittingly lit it simply because they are the most suit pattern department and Inspect our
found
herself with
stock. Patterns an' issued for every
and set fire to some clothes hanging in able and convenient for the purpose
need in wearing apparel. When next
a wardrobe close by. The fire ga'ned
attend
There are two features of the
rapid headway and quickly spread to ance at the School of Mines this year you visit our store set a copy of The
the ceiling and ate its way around the which are especially gratifying. One Designer, 10 cents. It is the favorite
walls and up through the roof. Mr. of these is the unusually large number woman's magazine, edited by women
Dickerson and neighbors fought the of technical students. This gives as for women. Gold: Rule Dry Goods
kill take her
ugh the crisis
fire until help arrived and the prompt surance that the lower grades of pre Co.
appearance of the firemen upon the paratory work may soon be dropped
easily and
"A penny
is two pence clear,"
quickly. It is a
scene and their effective work pre from the curriculum and the work con said our oldsaved
frietnl. Benjamin Frankliniment which
purpose
for lin.
vented any further spread of the fined to the Immediate
Remember its money in your poc
gives strength
flames. The house and furniture are which the school was established. The ket to come here Thursday, Friday and
owned by F. T. LaPrade, and his loss other feature is the enrollment of a Saturday three gr. at days and theie
musclea
Com
stu Is no use arguing about it. We would
mon sense will
is covered by insurance. He estimates large number of Spanish-speakinshow you
the damage to the house at about $100 dents. These were assured that spec sooner g've goods away than pack
I 1
"tVK
that the and to the furniture about 0. Mr. ial provision would be made for the! them away. Lion Store.
stronger the
Dlckerson's loss consisted of the cloth accommodation and that assurance
nuscles are,
ing in the wardrobe which was entirely has been fully realized.
Boys' shoes a bi assortment at M
hich bear the
destroyed, the damage amounting to
The present year is already a record Mandel.'s.
strain, the less
nearly $75.
breaker In all respects at the School
pain there will be.
Some sparks from a yard engine of Mines and there are still other im
A woman living in Fort Wayne.
Mother's Friend did
lodging in a pile of ties in the. "hoo provements in prospect, which if real
Ind.. says:
wonders for me. Praise God for
doo"' yarj near the coal chute and set Ized will very soon insure the success
your liniment."
ting fire to them were the cause of the of the institution to a degree beyond
Read thU from Hunel, Cal.
alarm of fire Thursday noon. The the fondest expectations of its friends.
is
a
blessing to
" Mother's Friend
firemen applied an abundance of water
all women who undergo nature
We sell the greatest of blood purl
soon remedied matters with no
and
childbirth."
of
ordeal
Acker's Blood Ellxer, under a pos
greater damage than a lot of badly fiers,
it win cure enronitive guarantee,
Get Mother's friend at the
charred ties.
ic and other blood poisons. If you
drug store. SI per bottle.
There was also a little fire scare re have eruptions or sores on your body
In the house of T. J. McGinty on or are pale, weLk or run down, it is
cently
REGULATOR
CO.,
THE BRADMELD
the south side of the railroad track iust what you need, we reruna money
Ga.
Atlanta,
J
Mrs. McGinty started to light a lamp if you are not satisfied. 50 cents and
2 Wrttt lor our Ire illustrated book, " Bcfor 4 and in so doing accidentally set fire to $1. J. n. u rxieuy tt co, ana u. n.
Co.
Brlggs
the fringe of the tablecloth. She in
m
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THE ECONOMIS1

THE ECONOMIST

THE LATEST NEWS OF THE

AUTUMN - FASHIONS
which fills our page today finds its best exposition in the
beautiful goods which now crowd our store.
The Best and Newest

..Skirt Department.

in Dress Goods

Walking Skirts in a variety of styles of black anu oxfords. Melton, Cheviots, Venetian and Mannish materials
in all Blzes and price ranges
from
$3.50 to $15.00 each.

We are dally opening up the best
and newest in Dress Goods; the
weaves include the soft and clinging texture in silk and wool down
to the rugged and shaggy tweeds,
Zibiline and Scotch materials in
mottled striped and plaid effects.
Here are a few special for Monday:

Special this week of a
Walking Skirt made of Panama Cloth; colors, grey, tan,
brown, blue and black; a regular $6.00 value
SPECIAL at $4.35.

S pieces
wide All Wool
Panama Cloth;
wide
and a splendid wearer
h

.35c

h

.

Mixed
Basket Weave
Cloth, in following colors: blue and
black, green and brown, and
3UC
red and green mixtures
h

DRE8S 8KIRT8
of Broadcloth, Cheviots, Zlb-ollne and Vlole, at
$3.50, $5.00, $7.50 and $10.00

fr

7 pieces Covert Suiting,

h

wide, in all the new Autumn shades
of greys, oxfords blues, green and
brown; Special

rn

SILK SKIRTS
Peou de Sole,
Crepe de Chene, and Lace in
a variety ot styles and designs from
$7.50 to $75.00 each.

3UC

Price

ot Taffetas,

5 piecea Invisible Stripe Mannish
wide; regular
Cloth,
3UC
65c value; Special Price
Plaid Dress Goods, itbinch wide;
just the thing lor Children's School
Dresses; regular 25c value; Special

rn

h

Price

Waist Department.
New model Wool Waists in

a variety of new ideas;

The New Fall Silks

tuck-

ed, hemstitched, embroidered
flannel, etc., at
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and
pu to $6.50.

Plaid Silks are Fashion's decree
for this Fall, and we have them in
Every
all the new combinations.
desirable weave Is represented.
Plaids in 4 combinations; 18 and

8ILK WAISTS
Peau de Sole, Taffeta and
Peau de Cygne; five distinct
styles to select from; all the
new shades and black, at
$4.50 to $6.00..

$1.00 yd

different combinations
$1.60 yd
.Parisian Floral design in new
silks, both in Taffeta and Peau de
Cygne,
wide
$1.50 and $2.00 yd
In Velvets we are showing all the
new and elegant designs in Pannes
Printed Metallc Effects, black and
blue; besides a complete Hue ot
$1.00 a yard
Plain Colors at
Plaids in
20 and

Ready-to-We- ar

Department
We have a select assortment In
Dress and Walking Suits, compris
ing a variety of materials, such as
Broadcloth, Zibellnes, Cheviots and
Canvass Tlotha, Cheangeable Taffeta Blouse Dresses, blues, red,
grey, green and black. ' Special
prices this week in Ladies' Tailor
made Suits.
No. 1 Heavy Etamlne Suit In all
colors and all sices, 32 to 40; well
made and nicely trimmed with
bands of taffeta; regular $10.00 suit
SPECIAL $7.50.

Special No. 2 Ladles' Walking
Tailor Made Suits, made of Pan-- a
ma andBasket Cloth, well tailored and nicely trimmed; jacket
nicely yned with silk and moire
trimmed; Regular value
..50 and
$15.00

i 8peclal This Week, Only

$10.00.

Dress Trimmings

19c

h

Our

6

h

h

BLACK WAISTS
of Percale, Mercerized Satin,
Alpaca and Sicilian tucked,
box pleated and hemstitched,

at

$1.00, $1.50 and $2.00 each

it is to be a Season of Dress
Trimmings; all the new and most
wanted kinds here for your selection; open work taffeta, velvet and
chiffons; silk braids, black and
white cmoblnatlons and latest designs in squares and medallions;
Suk Ornaments and Drops, and
Fancy Colors mingled with black
and butter color laces.

Eiderdown Dressing
Jackets and Robes
The new line just arrived, made
of plain Eiderdown and Ripple
Cloth, in all shades of pink, blue,
heliotrope, rose and Nile, trimmed
with satin bands and frogs, made
in dress Jacket style and Klmonas,
at $1.00. $1.25. $1.50, $2.00, and up
to $7.50 for Eiderdown Lounging
Robes.

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

d

There will be a wide range of Jstyles in

Winter Overcoats This Season
rrf'jy

After He Comes

Jrirff

Slot-Sesme- d

Mother's
Friend.

r

iHirtSchiffner

fy M,rx
llindTiilorcd

do so.

kr$
yryfi
V

HartSchifincr

& Mirx
ILnd Tailored

J'

The extremes and the
the best choosing of
fabrics and shapes are here.
We're selling more overcoats than any other store in
town. We wouldn't if ours
were not the best.

11

A

J

I

We refer particularly to the
lengths of the coat. We
show in our new coats a full
assortment not only of
lengths, but of styles of making. Some of our swagger
coats are 44 and 48 inches
long. The way for you to
find out which style you like
the best is to step in for a
few moments and try on a
coat or two.
It will cost you nothing to

PRICE

RANGE

FROM

$8.50 to $25.00

7

and every price a right and
satisfactory one.

NiSItS
17T57jZ.1 ...
fc

sr-rrjr-

c

.
iiiiiifi

J
DUNLAP

.COME

HATS

Suits Made to Order...

--

AND

HAWES $3.00 HATS- HATS.

VS.

.

I".

IT
Q2

SEE.

--

STETSON STIFF

AND SOFT

MANDELL

fY
T
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The World Moves On,

STRIKE.

ORE

.

Wire Gold In Good Quantities Found

WONDERFUL REPUTATION OP

in American Mine.

PAINE'S CELERY
COMPOUND

.

.

VEIN

JHREE

FEET WIDE.

0. W.

SOLJE3 THE

AND

'

"

'

TKE ONE WITH THE IMP How In the world do you keep your baby so quiet and happy this dreadful trying weather?
THE ONE WITH THE CHEHUB Why If the easiest thing In the world. I take a CASCAEET Candy Cathartic every
It makes mother's milk mildly purgative, keeps the baby's bowels cool and regular, stops sour curd
night at
and wind colic. They work while you sleep, you know greatest blessing for nursing mothers.
r5i
bed-tim-

e.

during the convention and was trying
to Inveigle the faithful In there. He
pulled off a meeting there last night
In which he stated that he wanted to
republican
Republicans of San Miguel County organize an Independent
party. The party was launched at this
meeting but got only a few sore-heaMet and Resoluted,
signers.
LAS

YEGAS.

d

for the ndmlsslon of New Mexico Into
the sisterhood of states. We repeat
that demand and in doing so most
heartily commend and endorse the efforts ot our delegate In congress, Bernard S. Rodey, in passing the statehood bill through the lower house of
congress, and extend to him every
possible assistance in his work before
khe senate and In the securing of the
passage of the bill by that body. The
republican party of the United States
through its national platform has repeatedly stated that the party was in
favor of the admission of New Mexico
and we now call upon those United
States senators who helped draft those
platforms as well as by leading republicans in the house of representatives
that those planks in the several national platforms were mere political
buncombe.
Wo most heartily endorse the administration of public affairs by our present county officials. Every dollar of
the public funds collected Is accounted
for and all public debts are paid as
fast as they accrue. We point to this
with pride and call attention to the
state of affairs that existed in this
county when its affairs and the public
funds were In the hands of the
union party.

San N.iguel Republicans.
The republican county convention
to select seventeen delegates to the
convention at Raton met
territorial'
Special Correspondence.
this morning, the crowd coming In
Lag Vegas, N. M., Sept. 29. Satur- from all over the county to attend.
day's
of t. Louis con There were 139 delegates on the list,
tains an article regarding a report and the majority of them favor the adfrom General Funston. and In that re- ministration, as against Marguerito
port he suggests the advisability of a Romero's taction.
Eugenio Romero was made temporboard being appointed with reference
to the location of a military post In ary chairman, and A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
ew Mexico, to visit Albuquerque, Las secretary, with E. It. Salazar and PaIt was
Vegas and Santa Fe and note the wa- tricio Gonzales interpreters.
ter supply and the climatic conditions. not all harmony up to noon, for MarCol. R. E. l witchell left this after- guerito Romero and some of his folnoon for Las Cruccs to attend tb some lowers occasionally got rambunctious,
but gained little.
tax suits in Grant county.
Pablo Jaramillo, Zacarias Valdez and
ftilss Bessie Pierce returned 'this
afternoon from her trip to Topeka and Marguerito Romero were made a comother points east. She also attended mittee on credentials, and found all
wedding In Topeka. but five precincts, with eight delethe Gatchel-Wise- r
A committee on perA. P. Frederick, one of the govern- gates, present.
ment postofflce inspectors, arrived this manent organization was appointed as
follows: C. A. Spless, Felix Esquibel.
afternoon from Albuquerque.
State secretary of Y. M. C. A., W. L. J. Ma Quintana, Roman Gallegos and
IT 13 A PARASITE.
Danner, of Denver, returned last night Nestor Griego. i The committee cm
to his home after doing considerable resolutions was. Secuudlno Romero, That Causes Itching Scalp, Dandruff,
Leandro Lucero, F. O. Blood, Felix
work here.
and Finally, Falling Hair.
Mrs. M. J. Kelly and daughter, who Garcia and Ignacio Lopez.
The itching scalp, the falling hair
These committees were to bring In and the dandruff that annoys are the
have been visiting the family ot Jule
Daniels here, left today for their home their reports at 2 o'clock, to which work of a parasite hiuden In the scalp.
in Montreal, Canada, by way of Bos-- . time a recess was taken.
That parasite must be killed to cure
The committee on permanent organ- dandruff; and the only preparation
ton, where they will spend a few days.
Louis, C. Ilfeld. of New York, left ization reported as follows, which was that will do that is Newbro's Herpi-clde- .
"Destroy the cause, you remove
this afternoon for Albuquerque, where adopted, almost unanimously:
'
Eugenio Romero, president; A. T. the effect."
he will visit his relatives.
W. A. Welch and wife, parents of Rogers, Jr., secretary; H. F. Forsythe,
C. H. Reed, of Victor, Idaho, says:
Mrs. w. Bielier, arrived here this after- first vice president; Jesus Ma Quin- "Myself and wife had dandruff and
noon from Los Angeles for a visit tana, aeciind vice president; E. 1. Sal- falling hair several years. Two bottles
azar and N. Segura, interpreters.
while en route east.
of Newbro's Hcrplcldo
completely
The rules adopted were the regular cured us, aftor several other hair
Archibald and daughter
Mrs.
Cora
v
left today for the east. Mrs Archibald parliamentary ones for such a meeting preparations had failed to do good."
will go to Scotland and Ireland, and and the committee on resolutions re- Makes hair grow glossy and soft as
expects to be gone until Christmas. ported the following, which were silk. Hundreds of other testimonials
The daughter will stop In Kansas City adopted, with but one dissenting vote, Just as strong. Send 10 In stamps for
The Bample. The Herplcide Co., Dept. "F,"
to visit with her aunt, Mrs. Carrie Marguerito Romero himself.
Lewis, until her mother returns from delegates at mail time have not been Detroit, Mich.
abroad.
selected:
c
Edward Sporleder Is on the sick list
The republican party of the county
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
j of
today.
San Miguel, in convention assemHon. J. S. Duncan left this afternoon bled, reaffirms its allegiance to the
New York Metal.
for a trip to Santa Fe on urgent busi party that has given protection to the
New York, Sept. 3o. Lead
.Zit.
ness.
Industries of this territory and the na- Copper Dull; $11.&5 11.75.
Miss Edna Chaffln arrived here yes- tion, thereby creating good times
terday with J. S. Duncan and family throughout our country. Republican
New York Money.
New York, Sept. 30. Money on call
from Salt Lake City, and will make principles as declared in the national
platform adopted at Philadelphia in at 15 to 19 per cent. Silver, 50.
her future .wnie here.
Guy Gatcbel and bride, who was 19(10 are responsible for the prosper
St. Louis Wool.
Miss Bertha Wiser, arrived here this ous industrial conditions which prevail
St. Louis, Sept. 30. Wool Quiet;
They were throughout the United States, and we
afternoon from Topeka.
met at the train by a number of friends voice the opinion of all republicans of territory and 'western medium, 1G
who gave them hearty wishes. Mr. and this territory in demanding that con- 17c; fine, 1216c; coarse, 12Hc.
Mrs. Gatchel will go to housekeeping gress keep Its hands off the present
Boston Wool Market.
tariff law. Let well enough alone is
at 619 Main avenue.
Boston,
Sept. 30. Tne volume of
yesF. A. Manzanares, Jr., returned
the opinion of our people, and tariff liuslncss in the wool market
has interday afternoon from his trip to Kan- tinkering Is but the opening wedge to
creased since last week and prices are
All very
sas City, where he disposed of a large disturbed business conditions.
strong. Fine wools are firm with
number of sheep.
trades and industries are thriving and offerings limited.
Fine territories are
B.
Mrs. E.
Shaw will entertain a the very discussion of proposed active
Increasing in strength. Fine
number of lady friends tomorrow after- changes in the tariff Is a menace to staples and
are quoted at 5560c; Btrlctly
noon at whist.
prosperity and business confidence.
fine, 5O(055c; fine
fine medium,
Cecil Hayes and Richard Devlne will
While deploring the untimely death SOJrGSc; medium, and
4547c.
111.,
M
recognize
we
Quincy,
next
week
Kinley,
where of President
leave
for
they will enter business college for the In President Roosevelt one In whom
Chicago Grain.
winter.
Chicago, fcept. 3. Wheat Sept.,
the country can and do safely rely. Our
Mrs. H. B. Hook has returned from people know him more intimately than 95c; Oct., C74c.
her visit of a couple of weeks to Cali- tbey have known any other president
Corn Sept., 57c; Oct., 55c.
fornia.
and they rely upon the words of enOats Sept., 33c; Oct.. 30c.
Miss Nettie Hayes returned yester- couragement used by him In addressPork Sept. and Oct., $16.15.
day from her trip of several weekB to ing our people when we had the honor
Lard Sept., $11.60; Oct.. $9.70.
Minneapolis and other Minnesota of entertaining him as our guest.
Ribs Sept., $11.00; Oct., $10.90.
points.
Miss Cora Turner, a friend
We commend bim for bis wisdom In
from Red River, Minn., accompanied pursuing a policy in accord with that
Kansas City, Sept. 30. Cattle Reenunciated by our late martyred presiher here for a visit.
Katherine Lewis, mother, Mrs. J. W. dent, and believing that his adminis- ceipts 23,000 bead, including 3,000
Hanson, acd two children returned tration is for the best interests of our Texans; market steady and lower; na
yesterday fiom tneir trop to Missouri people, both poor and rich, and that it tive steers, $3.35(07.95; Texas and Inand Illinois. James Hanson returned redounds to the honor and glory of our dian steers, $2.003.6o; Texas cows,
with his mother from Trenton, Mo., common country, we heartily com- $2T2.S5; native cows and heifers,
stockers and feeders. $3i
mend the same and we hereby Instruct $1.5o(&4.75; 12(fi3
where he bus been staying.
2a: calves I3ffi.'. 7..
back
our delegates to the convention to 4.SS: nulls.
George Alexander, a conductor
Sheep Receipts. 10,000 head; mar
east who came here for bis wife's nominate a candidate for delegate to
muttons. $3. lair 3.35 ;
health, has himself taken down and Ik congress, which is to meet in the city ket steady;
range wethers
J.7oM.25:
quite sick.
oi Raton on Oc tober V), 19n2, to pre- lambs,
$2.7oj3.9n;
4.
ewes,
2.90i
Miis
San
sent
a
Gilberton
Paul
at
to
resolution
said convention
Father
church work and advocate its passage commending
guel assisting in th
Chicago Live Stock.
the course of President Roosevelt, and
there.
i nieago, sept. 30. Cattle Receipts
Marguerito Romero opened head- pledging the support of the delegates l'l.iinii head; market slow; good to
quarters in Buffalo ball this morning from New Mexico to the republican na prime steers, $7.5oQ8.30; poor to me- tional convention to be held in 19H4, Jium, tifii; stockers and feeders.
for
$2.25$5; cows. $1.50(ff 1.75;
heifers
We endorse the administration
of $2.25(8 5.75; ranners77T7itj '2.50; bulls.
you
eat
if
indigestion
suffering
of
from
M. A. Otero. In his appointGovernor
$2,254)1.75; calves, J3&7; Texas fed
what you want, or of utarving yourself
made selection of steers, $3( 1.50; western steers, $3
to avoid such dlKtress? Acker's Dys- ment the president
pepsia Tablets taken after eating will the choice of all the republicans of
digest your food perfectly and free New Mexico. During his entire career
Sheep Receiuts. lS.imo head; mar
you from all the disagreeable symp- as governor of New Mexico he has ket slow; lambs slow; good to choice
toms of Indigestion fend dyspepsia. Eat been guided by a desire to so conduct wethers. $3.25 1? 4; fair to choice mixed
what you want at any time and take an the public affairs as to reflect credit $2 25(53.25; western sheep, $2.5o0
Positively
Acker tablet afterward.
only upon himself but the entire 3.fc0; native lambs, $3.50(3 5.50; west
guaranteed. Your money will always not
be refunded if you are not satisfied. people of the territory without regard ern lambs, $3.75 5.
Write to ua for a free sample. W. II. to political opinion or beliefs.
Every reimblican convention in this
Home made bread, cakes and pics
Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y, J. H.
OKlelly & Co., and 13. H. Brlggs & Co. territory for years has made demand at rs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
SHORT LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS.

Globe-Democr-

d

j

j

I

I

What Is the Use

If you desire a good complexion use
Mokl Tea, a pur nero drink. It acts
on the liver and makes the skin smooth
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
nd 50c. Money refunded if it does not
atisfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
"Jo., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples.
J
I. O'RieUy & Co., and B. H. Brlggs
Co.
o
CALL FOR A REPUBLICAN TERRI

TORIAL CONVENTION.

No

Other Medicine

Ever

Vcom-plishe-

d

Such Happy Results
The world moves on, and so does

DIRECTORS.

Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pafcifl o, Railroad.

roth phones in Our office
201 211 North Second Street.
rsVBBsaBBHIHBBVHMBlBBBHsaHHHBBBlHHHHBHHai

the wonderful reputation of Palne's
Celery Compound as a never failing
cure for nervousness, sleeplessness,
headache, debility, dyspepsia, rheumatism, neuralgia, liver and kidney
troubles, and impure blood.
As the sun rises in the morning to
cheer and enliven the earth, so does
Palne's Celery Compound go forth to
bestow the blessings of health to the
diseased and suffering. This Is the
character of work that Palne's Celery
Compound Is accomplishing. Parents
are saved to children and children to
parents.
Have you, sufferer, tested this won
drous life giver? If not, you are not
doing Justice to yourself or family.
Palne's Celery Compound has saved
tens of thousands of our wealthy and
plain people; It will not fail In your
case. He wise and follow the example
of the saved ones. Mrs. M. E. Moore,
Cuba, Kan., tells of her marvelous
cure as follows:
"Ten years ago I was so crippled
with rheumatism that I could not walk,
besides being troubled witn my kidneys. Today, while I am nearly 78
years of age, I am robust and strong.
Palne's Celery Compound completely
cured me."
Gentlemen! let uo take your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company.

Al-

Johnston's Staqe Line.
Will leave every Tuesday mornlss
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
week and extra trips when ordered.
Leave orders at Sturges European u
JAo. T. JOHNSTON.
tel.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
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Wm. Farr,
BIG ENOUGH FOR ANYBODY.
We have arm chairs, easy chairs,

re-

clining chairs and a whole lot of other
furniture big enough for the largest
man, comfortable enough for the smallest child, and we're only too anxious
s
to let you inspect them. Please
this a cordial invitation to call.
We sell the Eclipse Steel Range as
good as any and at a moderate price.
Every one guaranteed.
con-side-

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenue

Cor. Second

O OCXXJCOOCODCXXO

FAMILY MEDICINES.
Don't save pennies to lose dollars don't be too economical
when your health's at stake. We
sell drugs and medicines at reasonably cheap prices we don't
sell cheap drugs. Anything your
physician prescribes or you order for yourself you'll get no
substitutes, but the genuine articles, at fair prices.
Twenty
years' experience in the prescription trade.

8

Colfax
Dona Ana
Eddy

C

2

Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna

8

3
5
2

McKInley
Mora

3
7

3
,
Otero
10
Rio Arriba
2
San Juan
17
San Miguel
10
Santa Fo
2
Sierra
9
Socorro
7
Taos
5
Union
12
Valencia
Alternates will not be recognized.
Proxies will only bo recognized if
held by the citizens of the Baine county
from which, delegates giving proxies
were elected.
County conventions must be held on
or before tue 0th day of October, 1902.
County committees will take proper
action and call county conventions at
such time and places as they may
deem best or on that date.
The chairmen and secretaries of the
county conventions are earnestly requested to forward true notice of the
proceedings of said conventions and of
the names of such delegates as may be
elected to the republican county convention to the secretary of this committee by next. mail after the call of
such convention, addressing the same
to Santa Fe, N. M.
Where there are no regular organ
ized county committees the members
of this committee are authorized and
directed to perform the duties of the
county committee and act accordingly
FRANK A. HUHRELL.
Chairman Republican Central Com
mittee.
Attest:
JOSE D. SENA. Secretary.

MONUMENTS.

All kinds of stone and jaable work.

a supply for the next twelve months,
ought not to wear any. The Lion
Store.
F. A. Jones, fc. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.

a MADRINO.

Have von Keen that M'e enameled
steel ware at the AH hi' 'rque HardIs the most
ware company's store.
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.
I

Shirts! Shirtsl Shirts!
The kind you always wore
Shirts! Shirts: Shirts!
You get them at The Lion Store.
Subscribe for the Citizen.

GEO. B. WILLIANS.
PRESCRIPTION

DRUatllST

inw. KolllloidAvi,

UOCOCX3COCOOCXXXXXX)COCXXXCX

o

The thrifty buyer knows that the
"Lion Store" is the money saving spot.
Where else on this green earth can
you buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts
at 48c The Lion Store.

...BORRADAILE '& CO...
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS

3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
are too many for any store to handle,
especially if they haven't the room for
'em. But remember go they must
and 39c for a fancy shirt is just like
getting money from home. The Lion
Store.

Furniture

)AKr

Crockery,
Granitewear,
Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs.
IRON BEDS-A- LL
SIZES
$3.00 UP

am"

Cold Storage
Having completed our extensive Ice
plant, we have plenty of cold storage
room and are ready for orders from
those desiring cold storage. We can
give any desired temperature from 50
degrees to freezing.
Southwestern
Brewery and ce company.
--

o

Adam Schaaf piano for sale cheap l'.
taken at once. Whltson Music company.
"DIAMOND

s

ICE."

Plumbing.
We have added a plumbing department and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything in this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.

Hlil
rf:.llHlll

o

J. C.

GOODS
ON EASYIPAYMENTS

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
New and Second Hand
Albuquerque N.

M.

LM

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

street

Qooooooooooooaoaaoo
Q
Four big bargains In
D

HOUSEHOLD

Avenue

117 Gold

Nonce.
The Rico Caf a serves tho best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders. 5 cents up, 111 North First

Sherwin-Willia-

ms

Paint Building Paper

AL,AV,,7c

wash
PLASTKK
Covers More Looks Beat I Wears Long- 8ASH, DOORS. BLINDS,
O goods. See display ad. Golden
est I Most Economical J Kull Meaaure I L1MK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PALM, hit
O Rule Dry Goods Company.
O
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
1

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON BALLL.G, Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding

:

Cake : a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee
baking.
S. First street. A'buqjerque, N.
flrs-clas-

207

T.

s

M.

A. SKINNER
.lei In

Staple and
iFancy Groceries

Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. 206
H.
o

ON THE ENEMY

CHARGING

no part of our business. What w
aim to do and do Is to supply fresh and
smoked meats that is, beef, mutton,
lamb, ham, bacon and the like which
will be acceptable to the most discriminating lover of a sirloin or a rasher of
bacon. Our many customers prove
that we hit ths mark.
Is

Any man who doesn't take advantA delegate convention of the repub
lican voters of New Mexico Is hereby age of our great shirt sale by laying in

called to meet in the city of Raton at
11 o'clock In the morning of Friday,
the 10th day ot October, A. D., 1902,
for the purpose of placing In nomina
tion a candidate from New Mexico to
congress, and to transthe Fifty-eightact such other business as may properly come before said convention.
The republican electors of this terri
tory and all who believe In the princi
ples of the republican party and in its
policies a1 announced in the national
republican platform adopted by the re
publican national convention, held in
the city of Philadelphia, June 19, 1900,
and who believe in and endorse statehood for the Territory of New Mexico
and favor an honest, fair and just ad
ministration of public affairs in this
territory are respectfully and cordially
asked to unite under this call and to
take part in the Selection of delegates
to the territorial convention.
The several counties will be entitled
to representation as follows:
Delegates.
County.
22
Bernalillo
3
Chaves

0

1

1

.1
jjj

John M. Rice and Floyd Parsons, of
Parsons, arrived In White Oaks, accompanied by R. C. Sturgeon, secretary
and trensuer of the Eagle Mining and
Improvement company, and vice presi-dtn- t
and treasurer of the American
Gold Mining company.
The Eagle reporter interviewed Mr.
Sturgeon ifl reference to the reported
rich strike In the American last Saturday, and ho stated that a pocket was
rhrt out In one of the stopes from
which was taken about $5,noo In wire
Kold and that another one of about the
cscie value was uncovered on Tuesday
near th? same place. Mr. Sturgeon
did not seem to attach much Importance to these two pwkets, remarking
that they were merely Incidental to
the working of any mine. He stated,
however, that the American is now
taking ore from a vein three feet wide
which will run at least $100 per ton.
He showed up a panning from a shot
pack full of ore from the heading of
this vein which seemed to have at
least a dollar In coarse gold.
Mr. Sturgeon stated that It Is the
policy of both the Eagle nnd American
companies to operate their various
plants on strictly up to date lines and
add to their equipment by Installing
modern machinery as rapidly as possible. He expressed himself as highly
pleased with the Old Abe and South
Homcstakc properties, the former of
which was started on last Monday and
Is running twenty-fou- r
hours per day.
The Eagle company expects to start
the South Homestake Just as soon as
necessary repairs are completed, which
will be in a very short time.

FUNERAL
i '

it

1

STRONG &. SONS,

WEST

RAILROAD

.nuQutRauE.

AVENUE.

r:. m.

THE ARCADE
street.
311 South First
FRANK VAJO, PROPRIETOR.

The best of liquors served to pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches ot all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
tew, upstairs for lodging purposes.

OUR

Stvies Are the Latest
Vehicles and Harnesses Are Full" Guaranteed
Prices Prove a Saving to you
.

You Should See Our

$45 Road Wagons

J.

Korber.&

Co.,.A

S
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PENSION

.i STUBBORN iCOLD OR

REPORT.

Albuquerque Hardware Company

BRONCHITIS.

Commissioner Ware's Annual Report

luikefsliifnBFalllaiilwaf

.

t,

Shows Interesting Facts.
BIG

PAY

TO

er

?, ,

PENSIONERS.

'

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
The annual report of Commissioner

HERDERS
HINERS

TENTS

of Pensions Eugene F. Ware Just made
public, shows that the number of
names on the pension rolls la still un-

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE S AND CARBINES.
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE.

...jllll

ALBUOUERQUE

Planing nil! Co.,

yields more readily to Scott's
oil than
Emulsion of. cod-livto anything that you can take;
and if persistently used a few
'
days, will ' break up "the cold.
When you awake in the
night choked up and coughing hard, take a dose ofthe
Emulsion, and you will get
immediate relief, where no
cough medicine will give you
relief. It has a soothing and
healing effect upon the throat
and bronchial tubes.

der the million mark, despite a net
pain of 5.732 pensioners since 1898.
The total enrollment July 1, last, was
999.446, against 997.735 last year. The
total comprises 738,809 soldiers and
160.637 widows and dependents.
The
aggregate includes 4,695 pensioners
outside the United States.
The number of death notices of old
soldiers, not now In the service, received by the bureau during the year,
was 50.128; but only 27,043 of them
were pensioners.
The report says that the death rate
among the pensioners, for the coming
year will be about 40,000 and the losses
to the rolls from other causes will be
about 6,000.
The total amount paid for pensions
during the fiscal year was $137,504,268
and the yearly cost of operating and
maintaining the bureau and the agencies outside of the payment of pensions
proper, aggregates $3,590,529.
The pension system, says the report,
since the beginning of the government,
has cost $2,992,509,019, exclusive of the
establishment of the soldiers' homes.
Tbe pension disbursements by the
United 8tates from July 1. 1790, to
June 30, 1865, were $96,445,444.
The following amounts have been
paid to soldiers, their widows, minor
children and dependent relatives on
account of military and naval service
during the wars in which the United
States has been engaged:
Revolutionary war (estimated), $70,- -

Send for

Fret

1

30 1902

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
alt riiners" should- - Hieft at this-- oil
flee not later than o'clock p. m. ... t 5

t

PERSONAL PrKJf

DECORATIVE

li
tit

.

EFFECT

T. Y. MAYNARD,

ttmi t mtMattttuuuuiun

tM.

305 RAILROAD. AVENUE GRANT BUILDING 1')'

5 Headquarter

for CarvLJnol turn,

LO AN
HONEY TOOrgans.'Horses,

ifcfc'ttlng,.

Blankata anal

House Furnishing Goods.

Pianos,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time is given.
Without delay and strictly private.
Goods rematn in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

I WHILE Y0U'RE"DUST1NG

Sample.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chamku,

CiSaln.

On Furniture,

,

FORRENT.

o, FMrl St., N. Y.

FOR RENT Well aired, elegantly fur
nished rooms. Mrs. O. J. Frost, 616
East Coal avenue.
Metropolitan.
MANUFACTURERS OF
brick house, hall.
H. C. Cheney, Kansas City; T. J. FOR RENT
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
closets, screened porches, corner of
Lawler, Chicago.
South Fourth Btreet and Baca aveOffice and Store Fixtures.
nue; $15. Apply 215 South Second
Grand Central.
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kindt to Order.
W. J. Andrew?. New York; John A.
street.
Mail Order Solicited.
P.ops, Las Vegas.
FOR RENT The Albuquerque Plan
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
ing Mill company has decided to es- Not Quite Ready.
tabllsh their plant In larger quarters
Hon. W. H. Andrews, president, and
and in consequence the present loca
i t)09000000000a)0000090
Hon. W. S. Hopewell, vice president,
tion on South First street Is for rent
prominent officials of the Albuquerque
and will be improved to suit ten
Eastern and Santa Fe Central railants.
ways, will return to Santa Fe tonight.
RENT One room for lady,
FOR
of
the
Rumor has It that the mission
cheap. No Invalid need apply. 113
Is a most Important factor m the
two gentlemen here Is to arrange to
East Lead avenue.
Jewelry worn, and beat results arc
commence work at an early day on
obtained from artistic designs and
this end of the Albuquerque Eastern FOR RENT Furnished roomd over
postoffice $2 and $3 a week. Mrs.
railway, but when Mr. Hopewell was
tasteful settings. Our rings, broochHeron.
seen and the question pnt direct to
es, pins, t&, are of that high art
and quality found only In jewelry oi
him, he smiled and remarked:
FOR RENT Five-roohouse and
the finest make.
"Not quite ready to give out the
bath. Inquire of O. N. Marron.
good news, but it is coming."
FOR 8ALE.
1
Dr.
A
Fowler's
to
boon
travelers.
SALE
FOR
Saddle pony, harness and
JEWELER.
000.000.
Strawberry.
Cures
Wild
of
Extract
cheap;
buggy,
also side saddle. 116
Watch Innnactor A.. T. & 8. F.
War of 1812 (on account of service. dysentery,
diarrhoea, seasickness,
Edith street.
North
iJ" and S. F. P. Railroads.
without regard to disability), $45,025,-297- . nausea.
Acts FOR SALE Two working mules,
Pleasant to take.
promptly.
both young; cheap. Inquire Jesus
(on account
Indian wars,
m.
11
1
1
Romero, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
EVENTS.
COMING
of service, without regard to disabiliFOR SALE A good paying business
5 ty), $5,817,287.
In good location. Address "S," CitiOctober 2 Chicago Tramp at CoWar with Mexico (on account of ser
5 vice
WHOLEiALE DEALER IN
zen office.
lombo hall.
disability)
to
regard
without
October 3 Buffalo Bill's Wild West FOR SALE The equipment of a large
g
show, Albuquerque, N. M.
rooming house; in desirable location;
War of the rebellion. $2,228,878,876.
October 10 Republican convention rent bheap; $300 can be taken in fair
'
Spain, $3,275,184.
with
War
A SPECIALTY OF THE
N. M.
week. 205 North Second street.
Actual amount disbursements in pen at Raton,
Territorial fair, Al- FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow, 6 years
October
sions, $2,900,854,302.
buquerque, N. M.
old; fresh November 1; will sell
Catching up Work.
October 30 Sousa'a band, Colombo
1520 South Third street, old
, cheap.
USED IN ALL FAMILIES.
The amounts paid as pensions on
'
M.
phone.
account of disabilities and deaths as hall, Albuquerque, N.
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
homes
results of military and military service
Monarch over pain:- Burns, cuts, FOR SALE Several bea'-titu- l
and city lots. These are bargains
during tho wars of 1812 and with Mex sprains, stings.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
Instant relief. Dr.
and must be aeen to ta appreciated.
ico, and in tima of peace to the begin Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug
No trouble to show property.
Se
ning of the war with Spain are includ- store.
Jno. W. McQuade.
ed in the payments, on account of the
OOO0DOKD0K)OXDOO
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
McSpadden-Sprlnge- r
Transfer Co.
war of the rebellion. It Is estimated
of old papers, good for wrapping
anything.
Haul
pensions
paid
were
in
that $16,000,000
purposes, cheap. Address, The Cltl
your
trunks.
Let us haul,
for disabilities and deaths due to mili
sen, Albuquerque, N. M.
tary and naval service in the wars of
Miss Phllbrick'8 kindergarten is now FOR SALE Old papers, 25 centa per
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
1812 and with Mexico, and during the
in the Commercial club build
located
hundred, at the Citizen office.
war
peace
of
prior
to the
the ing.
time of
addition to the kindergarten a
In
penrebellion, making the payments of
few pupils may be taken In the
WANTED.
sions to Boldiers and sailors of the war
and Intermediate grades. A con
once, a girl for general
of the rebellion and of the. regular mili veyance will
At
WANTED
for pupils living in
Apply to Mrs. J. C.
tary and naval establishment since the the Highlands.call Misa
housework.
has
.Helmbeck
610 South Broadway.
close of said war of the rebellion, and charge of the singing, which Is such a
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES e COGNAC.
their widows, children and dependent prominent feature In the best kinder- WANTED Chambermaid. Apply at
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
relatives amount to $2,228,878,276. This gartens.
Hotel Highland.
L r.- -t
Is outside "of the cost of maintaining
ana Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
Twenty carpenters
for
WANTED
Buy Insured Clothing.
the bureau, agencies and soldiers
M. W. B. Oilman.
Dawson,
N.
OOOrjcX0OttOX3K0C
homes.
It costs no more than the ether kind
The average value of each pension is and' It Is absolutely guaranteed. You WANTED Ten men in each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute sam
now a little over $132. The number of ret an Insurance policy with every gar
ples and circulars of our goods. Sal
applicants for pension filed was 188,-C- ment, direct from the factory, and
ary $t'iO per month; $2.75 per day for
rejected li 8.464 and granted 117.-26- should any coat, pants or overcoat
expenses. National Soap Works.Chi- During 19'2 the bureau handled prove unsatisfactory to you a new garcago.
47,106 more pension applications than ment will be sent to you free of charge.
It received, showing progress in catch- What more can you ask? Simon Stern, WANTED Position as correspondent
office manager or bookkeeper; also
ing up with the accumulated "work. the Railroad avenue clothier.
stenographer; twelve years' expert
The number of cases now undergoing
Onr fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
$45.00 to Chicago and Return Acence; not an invalid. Morton, 1545
In the
and
In
bureau
the
examination
are
we
so
In
order
1902,
to
and
do
In
pounds. We wish to double that
count Biennial Convention Republican
LIU avenue; Chicago.
as
the
known
adjudication,
process
of
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
-League, October 2 an 3. Tickets on WANTED Graduated music teacher
follows:
files,"
pending
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE 4. SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
V, rewishes pupils; references given. Ad
Under the general laws. 137.101; un- sale September 30 and October
Myers,
L.
F.
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
October
142.679;
limit
turn
dress 13u3 University Hill.
act of June 27. 1890.
der
the
zt prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
war with Spain, 34.433; army nurses, agent.
WANTED Active Catholic lady to
o
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
69; service prior to March 4. 1861,
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
Mormon Conference, Salt Lake City,
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
accrued, 22.812; total, 339.436.
trial; permanent if satisfactory
occasion
above
For
6.
October 4 to
In the territory.
The report shows that on July 1 last tickets will be on sal.' at Albuquerque
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chi
there were pending 15.604 appeals from to Salt Lake City and return for $38.15. cago.
the decisions from the commissioner. Tickets on sale October 1 and 2 and WANTED By manufacturing house
The summary of rejected cases shows limited for return within sixty days.
214 W. Railroad Ave
reliable person to travel, calling on
that 23.073 of the rejections were on F. L. Myers. Agent.
retail merchants and agents. Local
gal grounds, and 95,251 on medical
territory. Positon permanent. Bus!
grounds.
ness successful and rushing. Salary
$1024 a year guaranteed and all ex
Railroad Time
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
un
penses. Previous experience
Aivarado.
House
necessary.
Standard
Address.
KELLY
CO. Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wranghan, San
Caxton Building, Chicago.
Francisco; Otto Kaiser, Ijo Angules;
A competent chambermaid
WANTED
W.
T. Meyerhoff, Berlin; C. M. Woods,
Metropolitan
hotel. Apply
at
the
(Incorporated)
S. Ward, Chas. H. Willard, Denver; F.
once.
at
Bos
Byrnes.
Thos.
Omaha:
Gralile.
C.
WANTED Gents- - good second hand
ton; W. S. Hopewell, Santa re; S. B
clothing, shoes and bats, 515 South
WHOLESALE
Copy. Kansas City; Miss Mary Sollaif.
First streeL Call or eddress K. J
Lodi. Cal.; O. S. Edwards. John A.
Sweeney.
Rogers, El Paso; J. E. Morse and wife,
(la fcflect Juno 1. 1W2.)
WANTED Five younp men from BorWool, Hides,
nalillo county at once to prepare for
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
positions in the government service,
Highland.
Exh-bbp.m.
Hotel
... 7:15
No. 1, California
Cotxes. Inst.,
Apply to Inter-StatWe handle
Florp.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Impress. .10:05
Mr. aud Mrs. Edward Potter.
Cedar Iiaplds. Ia.
.
K. C. Baking Powder,
.
a.m.
Angeles; E. W No. 3, California Limited. .10:50
ence K. Potter.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Navajo Blankets,
LEAVE GOl.N'i NORTH.
Pierce. l.a Junta. Colo.; W. B. Mcllat
a.m.
2,
Curtice Canned Goods,
No.
8:30
ton, El Paso.
Atlantic Expro
DIAMONDS, gold and silver novelties
No. 4, Chicago Limit
11:55 p.m.
Co.orado Lard and Meats.
at factory prices. Write for illus
Sturges European.
No. 8, Chicago Expr s
7:30 p.m.
Waltrated catalogue sent free of charge
Angeles;
I.os
lM
A.
Hothchild.
K'
SOUTH.
W.
r
ARRIVES
Money refunded if purchase does not
rjTJWNftl"Kirk,
A.
Exp
L.
22,
Bid.;
No.
Houses at
7:10a.m.
Atlantic
Marion.
ter Moore.
meet with your approval. ManhatLEAVES liOI.MJ SOUTH.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M. EAST LAI Granada. Colo.; F. C. Whlsman. Duran- No. 27, Mexico Eipn h
ll:00nw.
tan Diamond Co., 37 and 39 Maiden
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
WEST.
ARRIVE FK'i-Lane, New York.
M.
N.
ETA,
8:05 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Exp' s
11:45 p.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limit' 1
We would sooner have our goods
6:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Expri-weak
and
liack
and return your money than have
sore
lungs
your
gets
that
LEAVE (iOlNO WEST.
and pves the way for pneumonia or No. 1, California Express.... 8:15 p.m. you dissatisfied, because our njlces are
consumption, or both. Acker's Eng- No. 3, California Limited
11:00 a.m. such that our furniture is always worth
lish Remedy will stop the ccugb in a No. 7, Mex. & Cal. i: press. .10:45 p.m. just what it was sold for. We want
day and heal your lungs. It will cure
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
No. 7 will carry mail from the eaet your trad'-- , either cash or time payconsumption, asthma, bronchitis and and No. 2 from the cst.
Futrelle Furniture comt.any,
all throat and lung troubles. PositiveNo. o arrives 't't irsday and Mon- ment
ly guaranteed, and money refunded if days. No. 4 arrh s Tuesday and Fri- west end viaduct.
Irou and 13 n Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pallet
o
not satisfied. Write to us for free sam- days.
Orade iars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron VronU for Buildings;
McSpadden-Springe- r
Transfer Co.
Co.. Buffalo, W.
H.
Hooker
W.
ple.
going
south,
"9.
N
freight
Local
Repu'.ra on ZIMng and M 111 MacLlnnry a CpeclUty.
Haul anything.
V. J. H. O Kielly & Co., and B. 11. carries passengers.
Let us haul your trunks..
. F. U UYEJta,enL,
u FO JNDRI ilDJC HAILSOAO T BACK. Al UQ DKRQUE, N. M.
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FABER,

ALBERT

po, Colo.; J. D. Frey, Carthage, Mo.
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And having tha house reno-- '
vated for the Fall and Winter
you will of course tea what
is needed In every ' room
from the kitchen to tha parlor, then come in and sea
how well and reasonably wa
can aupply your wants.
FOR THE FLOORS....
Carpets, Ruga, Mattiriga,
and Linoleum; all styles, at
all prices.
'.
FOR THE WINDOWS
Laca Curtains, Portieres
!
and Shades.
FOR, THE TABLE.. .4
Elegant Linens, Napkins
and Doylies.

"'

"OLD KELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
nd Provisions.

Carrtof tha Larraet
aad float Extaaaiva
Stock at

lall specialty.

fonnd aeathweet.

Car

Staple Groceries

FARH AND FREIGHT WAQONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

1832-184-

BERGERaV

High Grade Flour and Candies

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR

14-1- 8

-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
for
the
Depository
'

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presl- dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds, -

C00CC0000KO000

ZEIGER CAFE

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

TH

prl-mar-

tx300OeOOC00Oe00

To-pe-ka

and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000,00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

I ST.
SAMPLE

Finest
Whiskies,

ELMO

AND CLUB ROOI.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Brandies,

Wines, etc.

120 W.

Railroad Ave., Albnqnerqne.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

Still a Growing

--

A. J. MALOY,

1

0X0CG0C00OtK50C
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Tables

GROSS,
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LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMflERCIAL

KOKa0K
SHIP

YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & COf

2

Albuquerque, New Mexico'
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
T7TTMPQ

0

f

iret-cla-

guaranteed.

-

Frank Tomei & Bros.

e

IJl

IM

A MT1 TTTTRS

work done and satisfaction
Please write us for trice

s"

1

Machine

RVTtJS

Ilos-ton- .

.

iupoue Foundry and

k

Pullers and Tanners,

Woo1

I

&

Pelts

CLUB BUILDING.

It:J Just a Cough

BrliS:.,.a.a....-...- .

.......
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ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town which employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties in tne
Imported
Worsteds and
finest
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter in Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guaranteed or no sale.

Subscribe for the

Daily Citiz

(n

THE ALIUIQITERQUE DAILY CITIZEN TUESDAY

If
Don't
with

A.

..'
Jug'gle
fancy

health-destroyin-

drinks.
Try a

1

most luscious and largest clusters of
this variety of grape ever sen here.
The valley of Santa Fe produces the
(inert fruit In the world."
Th3 remains, of the late H. T. Warner arrived at noon Monday from Las
Cruces. The funeral took place from
the Presbyterian church at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon, and the remains Interred in the Knights of Pythias plot in
the Odd Fellows' cemetery. Rev. W.
II. Moore conducted the funeral services. The pall bearers were furnished
by the local Knights of Pythias lodge,
as the deceased was a member of the
order, belonging to the Minneapolis,
Minn., lodge.

simple, healthful.
At all cafes.

JTJelly

CO

MEYERS-ABE- L

Distributors.

J.

Cnels

Sm, In Mi

person of Wn of Mr rovrniment officials. Is

In

Real Estate,
Fire ' Insurance,
Loans

there,
the
very train we buy to the whiskey you (ret, Uncle Sam Is constantly remains
on the watch We dare
not take a ration of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unless be says
It's all riuht.
And when he does snv so. that whiskey iroes direct to you. with all Its original strength, richness and flavor, carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S OUARAN-TEof PURITY and AOK, and saving the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
HAYNER WHISKEY Is the best for medicinal purposes. That's why it Is preferred for
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try iu Your money back If you're not aatUUed.

E

Direct from our distillery to YOU

mm wmm
Sms

Dialers' Profits ! Privints Adulteration !

PURE

SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

FULL S1.00
Si1 QUARTS
l

& Co.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNI8HED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8UREYOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSE8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

RYE

D

EXPRESS
PREPAID

AND

n

We will send rou FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of H
Ficm the Liberal.
YEAR-OLRYE for S4.no. and we will pay the express
Miss Nannie Balrd, of El Paso, Is visIf you don't And It all right and as good as you ever us
anybody else at any price, send It back at our expense, ai
iting with Mrs. M. W. McGrath.
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer or
Mr. nnd Mrs. S. M. Chat are spendfairer? If you are not iwrfectly satisfied, you are not o
us send you a trial order. If you don't want four qua
ing a few days at the Chase & McCabe
friend to Join you. We ship In a plain sealed case, no mi
ranch In the Animas.
insiae.
If you can use JtO Qnarta or can get some ofyonr frlenrts to Join yon.
Dr. Crocker returned from a short
o wui aena jou xu
tor bio.uw by
Prepaid, thus
i(iin
Ting you S4.00, We
have been In business over IK) yean and have a
vacation spent in Los AngeleB, where
paid-uyou
capital
no
so
Ia00.00u.00
run
risk.
of
he had a most enjoyable time.
Write our nearest office and do It NOW.
V. F. Rltter, who has a fine herd of
Augora goats at Gold Hill, received by
THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
satr
express a fine block to add to his flock.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DAYTON, OHIO
ST. NHL, MINN.
The tuck is a pure blood and Is regisESTABLISH BO 1806
40
DlSTHXttT. TROY, O.
tered in the herd boon.
There has been a great deal of ty
phoid fever in Clifton, and during the
Trunks, valises, band bags, suit
PAINT
past few months there have been sev DEVOE'S READY-MIXE- D
cases, telescopes, largest variety In
.
4w
r
eral deaths from the disease. The ty
rlty to select from. Golden Rule Dry
phoid has been caused by the accumu- One Gallon covers 300 Square Feet Goods Company.
COAT8
lated filth in the resident and business
TWO
portion of the town, caused by the
fouNTERfe
'8UPPUCS
lack of tewerage, and by the poor L
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
drinking water.
Second street, between Railroad and
The registration board will meet at
Copper avenue
the postoffice In Lordsburg on the 2nd,
Srd, 4th, 11th, 18th and 25th days of
Horse and Males bought and exchangLivery, Bald, Peed and
ed.
October. It is the duty of the board
Transfer Stables
to register all voters, and It Is the
duty of each voter to see that he Is
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
icgistered.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE k. CO,
Last Friday evening after closing
Albuiipraae, N. M.
the Roberts & Leahy Mercantile company's store about 10 o'clock, and
found It had been burglarized. A couple of guns had been taken, but no
B. A. SLEYSTER.
ammunition was missing. He gave
'
'. bocni,
"',
the alarm and Constable McGrath and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
his aids were up all night, looking
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
after the burglars, but did not find
NOTARY PUBLIC.
them.
ROOMS
CROMWELL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
What a Heap of Happineei It Would
Seo the Prices See the Goods.
Bring to Albuquerque Homes.
Hard to do housework with an ach-mSingle buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
i3 IT
back;
Double buggy harness,. $15.00 to $25.
Hours of misery at leisure or at
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
work.
$15.50 to $20.00.
If women only knew the cause:
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
YOU WANT?
Backache pains come from sick kidSaddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
neys.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
QUICK AND RELIADLEI
Doan's Kidney Pills will cure sick
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
kidneys.
Blankets, etc., etc.
Albuquerque people endorse this:
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Huning
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
(J. II. Smith, deputy sheriff,)
says:
"Every woman who has had 406 Railroad Ave
Albuquerque
udcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
backache for a month so severe that
every movement she made hurt and
CMQLlr.H
CHICMtSTCR'S
she never knew the moment but the IP;
slightest strain on the muscles of the rt
Only i)
Oricliml
W
back brought a twinge which could irTtA.N.ftAri-:..till.- - limrrt
,h
I.H
Die KM, LIS.
lUisl
only be described as excruciating, is
Mllswl
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
h '
rihrw.it. , tiLr noolhic
(Sim
more than pleased when she finds a
unil liuiUa
'J Hot .. " of MiMClltllloH)
lour llrotftri.t ur ..
Iln
means to at first check such attacks I
I'tintcHlHP. Tr:mNlttla
tS '"."if"
and then radically dispose of them.
I.4MHI
H.ii1 b
turn .ittll.
all I
a
.ni.ii(-er- r
iWnl I ,
When suffering from backache I went
to the Albuquerque Pharmacy for
FLOUR AND BKnN IN CARLOAD
Doan's Kidney Pills and took a course
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
of the treatment. U stopped the annoyAlbuquerque,
New Mexico
ance. Since then I have had no necessity to use Doan's Kidney Pills nor any
other medicine for aching across the
small of the back."
MELINI & EAKIN
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, Nt
cents. Foster-MilburWHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG.
V., sole agents for the United States.
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
We handle everything In oar Use
Remember the name Doan's and
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Distillers Agents
13
take no substitute.
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We Special distributors Taylor A William
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
LouiBTllit), Kentucky
board horse anJhave first class rigs
L. E. CAREY; Prop.
for hire.
111 ft. First St.. Albuquerque, N. II
Land Claims Rejected Land Office
Transactions.
TIil' forthcoming report of tho work
of the court of private land claims will
show that during the las-- ten years
about 34.0(10,000 acres of land were
claimed and vf this amount the court
has rejected about 32,0110.
p

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.
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WHITE OAK3.

Frcr: the Ea.e.

E. T. Colli?? is expecting this week
to receive a half dozen fine registered
Angora billies from California.
George W. Harbin, Waterloo, Iowa,
and a party of eastern capitalists, passed through White Oaks, en route to
Jlcarilla, where Mr. Harbin, of the
Rico Mining company, Is interested in
placer properties.
Mr. and. Mrs. P. O. James, of Parsons, took the train at Carrlzozo, for
Sugartown, La., where they will visit
friends and relatives for a month.
The richest ore ever found in the
Nogal mines was taken from the American last Saturday. Specimens as large
as a man's hat that were half wire
sold have been exhibited. Great excitement prevails and men have been
employed to guard the ore.
On Monday morning about 10 o'clock
Un. Hattie S. Mayer, wife of Frederick Mayer, after an illness of several
weeks, passed out of this life. A group
of four little ones, the oldest a girl not
yet 10, and the youngest a boy of 4,
are left motherless, and a devoted husband, wifeless. Mrs. Mayer was Btill in
the blush of young womanhood when
she was called to part from her beloved group.
Certificates were Itsued by the board
of examiners to the following named
teachers who attended the normal and
passed the regular examination: Misses Addle Plersol and Jessie Clark, of
Richardson; Miss Stella Meek, Arabella; Miss Myrtle bidson, Capltan;
Miss Alice McMains, White Oaks;
Miss Lucile Peters, Angus; Mrs. W. E.
Dudley, Nogal; Porflrio Gonzales and
James Dow. Lincoln; Frank Burlln-gamAlamogordo.
Carre Near Being a cripple.
Josh Westhafer, of Loogootec, Ind.,
Is a poor man, but he says he would
not be without Chamberlain's Pain
Balm If it cost five dollars a bottle,
lor it saved him, from being a cripple.
No external application is equal to thia
liniment lor stiff and swollen Joints,
contracted muscles, stiff neck, apraina
and rheumatic and muscular pains. It
lias also curred numerous cases of partial paralysis. It is for sale by all
druggists.
a
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his family had to flee for safety. Thi3
is the second year that ha haa suffered
from the same cause.
From the Hu3tler.
Dick Simpson, the white cnicf, is in
Durango with 300 Navajoes.
Mrs. Thomas Newton and little son,
of Denver, are puests at ths home of
It. D. Graf.
Joe Wilkin, of Little Water, who
was threatened with an attack of peritonitis, is now convalescent and hopes
to return to the reservation in a few
days.
Luther Daniels, brother of Mrs.
Matt Hubbard, of the upper San Juan,
was killed near Pagosa Springs last
Thursday, by having his head crushed
between two wagons laden with lumber.
The display of tarm products by
Mrs. Ella Dooley, which took first
prize at the fair, was grown from
seeds purchased from the Burpee Seed
company, of Philadelphia. The pumpkins and red beets were record breakers.
The town hall bonds recently voted
were sold to the Bellen-PricInvestment company, of Denver, for $3,047.60,
In reality a premium of $47.50. BIJb
for the construction of the building
will be opened by the town board October 8, and with favorable weather
will be able to initiate the new hall
about Christmas day.
D. K. B. Sellers, member of the agriculture and horticulture committee
for the Colorado-NeMexico fair, has
delegated Judge V. H. Symonds to go
to Durango and take charge of and display the Farmington exhibit at the
fair. The Judge departed forDurango,
the exhibit preceding hiui by fast
freight the day before.
e

Not Doomed for wife.
"I was treated for three years by
good doctors," writes W. A. Greer,
McConnellsvllle, O., "for piles, and
fistula, but, when all failed, Bvcklen's
Arnica Salve cured taav in two weeks."
Cures burns, bruUei, cnts, corns, sores.
eruptions, salt rhe.um, piles or no pay;
25c at all drug stores.
SANTA

FE.

rrom the New Mexican.
The arguments in the trial of Luis

I.-

.wt

0Oe000Ot0
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...Bachechi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR.
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'8 ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

"

BACHECHI

&

GIOMI

12-1-

g

107 and 109 S.

ave-nue-

.,

.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

RUPPE,

R.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Thos F. Keleher
eiNynoYAL

First Street,

d0Q000Of:0CK

Telephone Service.

Romero, charged with murder, were
f. nit hod and the case given to the
Jury.
From the Times.
While in the city last week William
School commincos October 6. Get
L. McClure, of Taos, purchased from
ready.
George H. Browne left for Gallup on the Onderdonk Cattle company, of La- rny, some of their fine Angora goats
a business trip.
Mrs. A. F. Stump left for St. Louis, which he will have shipped to Taos,
Mrs. J. 1). Hughes, who haa been Viswhere he gois for medical treatment.
The Sau Juan river on Sunday was iting relatives iu Fa!o Atto, Cal., will
the highest it has been for years. It leave that place this week for Ijs
Land Office Business.
where the will remain for some
was the result of the heavy rains that
Homestead Entry Juan It. Maes.
time visiting her mother and sister be Wagon
fell over its entire watershed.
tviound, 1C0 acres. Mora coun
Miss Lucille Thomas came home fore returning to Santa Fe.
ty.
bet'H
has
she
Ursula,
who
where
Mary
has
for
Sister
Duranso.
from
Final Entries Pevfecto Jaramillo,
attending school, to attend the fair 3ome time been Sister Superior at the Anton
Chlco, 160 acres, Bernalillo
sanitarium, left for Cincinnati to re
and is visiting bere this week.
Her place as Sis- county; Antonio Sanuoval y Chaves,
A. D. Mcintosh, of Cellar Hill, was main permanently.
160 acres. San Miguel counter Superior will be filled by Sister Galisteo,
in town during th3 fair and left for
ty.
He
vegetable,
Superior
Nolae.ro,
who
Sister
been
has
Callup with fruit and
presented (lie Times office with the at the Albuquerque academy.
Postoffice Matters.
seen
A telegram was received by the pen!
largest musk nie'on that we hav
A postofllce has been established at
tentiary officers from Sheriff Campbell Texlco, Chaves county, being 22 miles
this year.
Philip Speers. nephew of I. W. Dan-nel- of Haton, saying he would arrive at the east of Portales.
The postomre of
is here from Terre Haute. Ind.. prison tonight with Walter Wade, Geronlmo, San Miguel county, has been
of
sentenced to ten years for murder changed to Mineral Hill, four miles to
and is making an extended tour
seen
the w -- t. eeins what is to beof our nnd Napoleon Canton, sentenced to the north. The postoffice at Canon, San
Juan county, will In the future rpcelve
and getting his first impressions U well eighteen months for forgery.
The city council should take hold of its mall from La Uoca instead of from
own county, with which he
tho question of widening Don Caspar Blanco. The special service from Glen-coe- ,
Miss Leita Hays is a winner. Her avenue between San Francisco and
Lincoln county, to Fort Stanton,
clay model of George Washington Water 6trets. The improvement of lias been discontinued and In place
recog
that thoroughfare, it being the princl Star service with box service has been
showed talent that merited the
It was ex- - pal one leading to the eapitol, is I established.
...v.i..t. it tfvw(
The distance Is twelve
nrV
for an amateur and prime necessity to Santa Fe.
miles.
talent
..
i.pit
of
Dossesses
Hunt
A
of
Herald
recent
Miaa
issue
the
VUUIII IU
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
ington, ind., says: "C. E. Newcomb, of
.nv.ir tit cultivation.
the
this city, has received from Will New adapted for chronic throat troubles and
Sunday Frank Clenfuegos had
overmisfortune to lose his crop by the one comb, of Santa Fe, N. M., a consign will positively cure bronchitis, hoarseAt
ment of flue fruit. In the shipment the ness and all bronchial diseases. Reflow of the San Juan river.
o'clock In the morning he awoke and Herald was generously remembered fuse substitutes. Sold by Alvarado
found the water at hi door and he and with a backet of white grapes, the Pharmacy..
FARMINGTON.

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

alwirs chr of ererr
of our distillery. Durln the entire proem of distillation, after
pprtmnt
the whisker
is stored, in barrels In our warehouses, during the seven years It
from

o
LORDSBURG.

THE,

.

Uncle Sam ,sayo Wo
all right

A Zzd Disappointment.
Ineffective liver medicine Is a disappointment, but 'you don't want to
spurge, strain and break the glands of
the stomach and bowels. DeWitt'a
Little Early Risers never disappoint.
They cleanse the system of all poison
and putrid matter and do it so gently
that one enjoys the pleasant effects.
1'hey are a tonic to the liver. Cure
biliousness, torpid liver and prevent
ever. B. II. Brlggs & Co. and 3. H.
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Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

pills Mausard's Mills,

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
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The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

...

Silver
Avenue
Stable

New Mexico Normal
University

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR
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At Las Vegas.
A

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to

Training School for Teachers.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

An Academic School for General Edu-

cation.
A Preparatory School for College,
An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model
Primary and Grammar

BELEN, N. M.

PALMER.

X. B

flay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

School.

Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

A Model High

School.
Classes in every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty of Specialists.
Located In the Ideal Residence Town
of New Mexico.

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
501

North Flr.t Street

Albuqueraue. New Mexlca.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi

For information address

DEALERS IN

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

GROCERIES

AND

M.

Telephone 147.

rrM

Ooods.
agents
Sole
for Saa Antonio Lime.

LIQUORS.
UWT to al

1

parts of the city.

m, 115, tll North

Third

atre
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Williams, special officer for
the Santa Fc, is in the city.
Another grading ramp of the Santa
Fe Central railway was moved from
Arroyo Hondo toward the capital city.
It is announced that Master Mechanic Patterson, who for a few months
has liccn nt Raton, N. M., wni leave
about October 1 for Oregon, where he
has another position.
The Santa Fe roclfic Is enlarging the
shops at San Bernardino. New paint
shops, boiler shops and a new foundry
has been built. Several hundred new
men will be given employment.
Otto Schroeder, a water service employe, has been designated to go to
Needles, Cal., and take charge of the
electrical plant of the Santa Fe at that
point. vchroeder recently entered the
service of the company at Topeka and
since that time has been connected
with the work of Installing electrical
equipment in the new shop.
William Musterman, who runs a
bolt machine in the wheel shop at Topeka, may soon come Into possession
of alout $10,000 left to himself among
a number of heirs by a rich uncle who
died recently In New York. The estate which the uncle had was located
near the city of New York. The adjustment of the dead man's affairs has
not yet been completed.
No. 223 Is the new car which Is being rebuilt at the local shops for General Manager Wells, of the Santa Fe
coast lines. It la being especially constructed, as a business car for the general manager. It will be one of the
most complete official cars on the system, which means a great deal, as the
Santa Fe officials are said to have the
finest private cars of any road In the
west.
There are from two to thirty car
loads of green fruit moving out of
northern Calitornia over the Santa Fe
The shipments
for eastern markets.
probably wui Increase later In the sea
son, and within two weeks the number of cars is larger than for some
time before. Tne fruit business trom
California is divided between the rail
roads in order that within certain
limits there may be no competition to
Injure either of the two principal lines
the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific
Cards were received here yesterday
announcing the marriage on Wednes
day evening last of Miss Anne Listen-berge- r
and Senator Arthur Kennedy,
president of the Pennsylvania Devel
opment company. The marriage took
place at South Dcnd, Ind., the home of
the bride. Senator Kennedy is well
known here ,and is heavily Interested
in the Albuquerque Eastern and Santa
Fe Central railways and other projects. He has a host of friends who
were surprised to receive the cards,
but who eend him all good wishes.
The authorities of the Santa Fe hospital received a telegram from Wil
liams, Ariz., last night, to meet train
No. 8, which carried a native who
would have to have his hand anipu
tated. When the train arrived the
conductor reported that he had a con
pie of sick natives with permits to the
hospital, but that as far as any anipu
tations were' concerned he knew noth
ing about it. They had been working
for the Santa Fe and needed a little
They were taken to
recuperating.
the hospital where they received medi
cal attention.

MEXICAN

Ben

There Are Rumors of Certain Changes
Among Santa Fe Officials.

TRAIN SERVICE.

to Topeka
to Consult With Santa Fe

President Robinson

Going

Officials.
A. Robinson, president

of the
Mexican Central railroad, accompanied
by his family and a party of friends,
passed through the city this morning,
in a private car, en route for Topeka,
Kan., where he goes to attend a meeting of prominent Santa Fe officials.
The meeting which is beng held at
Topeka this week is of considerable
Importance to Albuquerque, El Paso
and the City of Mexico. A new time
card Is one of the purposes. A second
purpose is a consultation In regard to
a fast train between Albuquerque and
the City of Mexico.
The Mexican Central people have
been trying for some time to get a
limited connection with the Chicago
and California limited. Such a train
would necessarily be made up In Albu
querque and would add some to the
train service men kept In this city. It
would also give firBt class service between here and El Paso and the City
of Mexico, and by so doing get back a
certain amount of travel lost by the
building of the Rock Island.
A.

CHANGES

IMPORTANT

Jersey Editor's Testimonial.
Lynch, Editor of the Philips
burg N. J. Daily Post, writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for
coughs and colds in my family but
never anything so good as Foley's
Honey and Tarv I cannot say too
much In praise of It. Sold by Alvarado
Pharmacy.
,
A New
M. T.

o
TIME CARD MEETING.

Will Be Held During the
in October.

First Week

The fall meeting of the division su
perintendents of the eastern grand di
vision of the Santa Fe has been called
for this week in Topeka, at which
meeting the time card will be rear
ranged, and provision made for the
operation of the California limited.
which will go on as a daily train next
month. The new time card will take
effect on November 10, and it is stated
by the passenger officials that there
will be few changes of importance except the arrangement of the time of
the limited.

For a bad tasie in the mouth take

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
lets. For sale by all druggists.
o
800 MEN QUIT.

Choctaw Shopmen Want Their Wages
Paid Promptly.
When the whistle of the Choctaw
Oklahoma & Gulf shops at Shawnee
Okla., blew Vrlday morning 800 men
refused to respond to work.
the
trouble Is due to a delay in pay for
the preceding month. The entire force
of machinists,
bollermakers,
black
smiths, wood workers, carpenters and
painters quit.
"We protest, not strike, for our pay,"
they say. "We are inclined to think
that if we do not show our disapproval
of this conduct it will continue."
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will
eliminate the poisons from the blood
Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

COMPETE WITH SANTA FE.

"I had kidney trouble for years,"
writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shef
ton, Wash., "and the doctors could not
help me. I tried Foley's Kidney Cure,
and the very first dose gave me relief
and I am cured. 1 cannot say too much
for Foley's Kidney Cure." Sold by
Alvarado Pharmacy.

Another Road Trying to Gain Entrance
to Cieburne, Texas.
Messrs. House, of Houston, and Au3
tin and R. 11. Baker, of Austin, made a
proposition to Cleburne, Texas, to
bring their railroad from Mexia, via
Hilrshoro, and it was taken up after
three hours' notice. Committees left
to get up right of way and terminals
WAY TO SAVE MONEY.
Col. S. B. Allen was made permanent
Southern Pacific May Abolish System chalrman'and I). M. Thrash permanent
of Baggagemasters.
secretary of the railroad meeting
It is understood that the reason the Business men say this is the best prop
Southern Pacific contemplates alol- - osition Cleburne has had yet.
Istiing the system of baggagemastera
expressA Parson's Noble Act.
and allowing the Wells-Farg"I want all the world to know,'
men to handle the baggage is an eco
nomical one. The railroad company is writes Rev. C. J. Budlong. of Ashaway
paying its baggagemasters $80 a month R. I., "what a thoroughly good and
and the express messengers receive reliable medicine I found in Electric
the same amount. It is figured that if Bitters. They cured me of jaundice
the salary of the messenger is In and liver troubles that had caused me
creased to $90 and a helper employed great suffering for many years. For
at about $40 and the $30 saved by the a genuine,
cure they excel
transaction divided up between loth anything I ever saw." Electric Bitcompanies it will amount to consldera ters are the surprise of all for their
Me In the course of a year.
wonderful work in liver, kidney and
stomach troubles. Don't fail to try
Lingering Summer Colds.
them. Only 50 cents. Satisfaction Is
seasun.
run
at
cold
a
this
Don't lit
guaranteed
by all druggists.
Summer colds are the hardest kind to
cure and if neglected may linger along
Notice.
I hereby notify the public that my
for months. A Ion;; siege like this
will pull down the strongest constitu- wife left my bed and board on July 13,
tion. One Minute Cough Cure will l!ti2, and refuses to return, and will
break up the attack ct once. Safe, not lie responsible for any debts insure, ai ts at once. Cures coughs, colds, curred by her. Jlv wile is now in Acroup, bronchitis, all throat and lung lbuquerque. N. M.
JO!" E. HELLWEU.
troubles. The children like it. 13. H.
13rlggs & Co. and J. H. OHklly & Co.
Klatstaff. A. T.
1

JOHN PLAYER TO RETURN.

Hints have leaked out from sources
which should give the more or less
weight, that the Santa Fe Is to un
dergo an other change In the administration of its operating department.
says the Topeka State Journal. It is
reported that by the first of next January J. W. Kendrick, third vice president, will retire and that the heads of
departments under his jurisdiction will
suffer corresponding changes.
In connection with this rumor there
are suggestions that John Player, so
long superintendent of machinery, will
return to the service of the road as
third vice president. Mr. Plnyer re
tired from his position as consulting
superintendent of motive power June
1 and went to a large manufacturing
plant In Franklin, Pa., in an advisory
capacity. It seems hardly probable
that considering tne condition of his
health for a good many months previ
ous to his resignation that be would
again become actively engaged In rail
road work. It would be Impossible to
find a man who has a lietter standing
among the great body of Santa Fe employes, particularly among those with
whom he has come In touch, than John
Player. It Is not believed that Mr.
Hayer would be receptive to an offer
to return, but It would be satisfactory
to the men.
It is further claimed that the shake-u- p
will extend to the mechanical department and that Alfred Lovell, now
assiBfant superintendent of motive
power, win Biicceed to the superln- tendency of motive power, and that
Mechanical Superintendent Rlsteen of
tne eastern grand division will get the
position which Mr. Lovell now holds
There was a rumor in circulation a
week ago to the effect that Superin
tendent of Motive Power Henderson
was to quit, but Mr. Henderson denied
any knowledge of it. ivir. Henderson
is regarded as an excellent railroad
man, well qualified to carry forward
the work of installing the Santa Fe In
its new plant here. In the department
under his jurisdiction there has come,
since he assumed his present duties,
an Influx of new ideas. Ways of handling the work of the mechanical department have been inaugurated whicn
are different from those In vogue before he came to the Santa Fe. The
purchase of new locomotives Is said to
have been so extensive as to amount
to nearly $2,000,000. The engines are
of a large and heavy type calculated
expanding
to handle the constantly
Imslncss of the system.
It Is understood that for some time
there have been differences among the
directors of the system and that this
has been the chief factor in the disturbing changes which have been
of the
made in the administration
company affairs, esieclally in the operating department within the last few
years. By some ibe talk that Tntrd
Vice President Kendrick Is to retire is
regarded as idle since he only recently
e
turned down an offer from the
Air Brake company to go to
It Is
Europe as their representative.
claimed that there is an English and
an American faction In the lioard of
directors, each antagonizing the other
in the matter of policies which should
lie extended in the manipulation of affairs.
It is also believed by some that the
rumors of Pennsylvania railroad influence on Santa Fe affairs Is well founded, and that the next annual meeting
of the stockholders of the company
will show that the Pennsylvania has
obtained enough control of Santa Fe
stock to dictate the election of one or
more members of the board of directors.
General Manager H. U. Mudge was
asked, as to the truth of the above
rumors, and said:
"I believe there is no truth In them.
I believe they are made out of whole
cloth. I think there is no likelihood
of Mr. Kendrick leaving Iub present position except to better himself. He is
ou the best of terni3 with President
Ripley."
West-inghoas-

Avoid serious results of kidney or
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.

c
FLYER"

A

SUCCESS.

Santa Fe will Restore the Train in
May Next Year.
"The Colorado Flyer was the most
successful train ever ojierated by the
Santa Fe," said W. J. Black to a Topeka State Journal reporter, in speak- i.iti oi the financial results of the Santa
Fes la.it summer train to Colorado
points. "We will operate the train
next summer, with the same elegant
iqulpmcnt that liara terized it this

IN FASHIONABLE ATTIRE.

IIS
A

rapmare

Gives point to the fact that excessive or
irregular eating disturbs the digestion.
Nightmare or night hag has it's day time
Correspondence in the undue fullness
after rating with the belchinps and sour
or bitter rising so often experienced after
too hasty o- - too hearty eating.
Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery
cures dyspepsia and other diseases of the
stomach and its allied organs of diger-tioand nutrition. When these diseases
are cured, the whole body shares in the
Increased strength derived from food
properly digested and perfectly assimilated

Your laundry Is the most conspicu
ous feature of your apparel. There
fore requires more attention than
other articles of wear. We'll do It up
for you In a style that'll give you comfort and pleasure. We're experts la
the art of laundering, and do work ot
the highest grade at lowest rates.
Shirts, collars and cuffs laundered
to perfection. Special attention given
to fine linen. First class service.

.'

n

Your Golden Medical Discovery' and Dr.
fcare'a Catarrh Remedy have btrh of jrrent
benrfil to me,- writemProf ) Pleasant A. ofivrr.
of Viola. Fulton Co.. Ark. " Before I ued Ihe
nhove mentioned remedies my sleep wa not
ourM ; digestion bad : a continued feeling off
misery 1 nor feel like new man. Anv one
In need of medical treatment for nasal catarrh
conld do no teller than to take treatment of
I know hi medicines are all
R V !"ier:e
right in this class of diseases."

lr

Sometimes a dealer tempted by the
little more profit paid on the sale of less
meritorious medicines will offer the customer a substitute as being "just as
good " as the " Discovery."
It is better
for him because it pays better, but it is
not as good for you, if you want the
medicine that has eured others, and
which you

belie--

e

will cure you.

Pierce's Pleasant Pellets eleanue
the' clogged system from accumulated
Dr.

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.

We alao make portraits of older children.

'

While at the fair be sure to visit

BUTMAIM'S STUDIO
- 215 RAILROAD AVENUE.

I

!

... CONEY ISLAND RESTAURANT. ..

Company

no

....

v.

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins

;

...

WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

L. H.

SHOEMAKER

205 West Gold

avsnua.

Next to First National Bank.

New & Second Hand Furnitur
Stoves and Household Goods,
Rc airing a Specialty.

The ICEBERG

(32.10 To Omaha and return for national convention Christian church.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Tickets on sale October 13 and 144, return limit November 30. F. L. Meyers,
The finest line of Liquors end Cigars
agent.
All patrons and friends cordially Invited to visit "The Iceberg."
hunch U
Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain served every day.
Railway.
l
STEVE BALLING,
Effective June Zai tirst class passenProprietor.
ger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:60
A.
a. m. dally. Return train leaves Cloud!
croft at 5:30 p. in., arriving a. AlamoFIRE INSURANCE
gordo at 8 p. m.
Passengers tor these trains can take Secretary Mutual Building Association
breakfast at Alamogordo and 6 o'ctoci Office at J. C. Baldridge's Lumber Yard
dinner at CloudoofL
.
A. N. BROWN.
1. Route.
3. 1 A.. 3.
"Diamond Ice," delivered In any
o
quantity and at all times during the
Ladies' waists and colored shirt day. Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co.
waiBts at less than & price at The
Economist.

E.

WALKER

P.-I- t.

o

Answer this Question.
How could t.ie manufacturers of the
high art clothinir, sold iiy us, they being one of the leading uousta in the
United States, guarantee their goods
as tiiey do, by n cast Iron insurance
policy, unlers their goods were perfect? Simon tstern, th Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Ilring in your tinware and have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company
o

Demlng will be the great smelter
;enter. Two large planta will be Installed within the year.

0OesecOeOee)K
HOTEL

CLAIRE-sa- nta
FE, N. M.

7

FIRE

PROOF,

ELECTRIC

$ LIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
0 CENTRALLY LOCATED.

SANITARY
BATHS AND
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN

9

GEO. E.. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner. V

Subscribe for The Citizen.
Tin, paivanlzed Iron and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
ny.
V

Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
Hardware
all kinds. Albuquerque
company.
iteming has Increased 50 ptx cent. In
population to tour years.
National tncampment G. A. R.
For the above occasion tickets will
be sold Albuquerque to Washington, I)
C, and return for $30.75. Tickets on
sale October 1, 2. 3. Final return limit
October 14, except by deposit of tickets
with joint agent anil payment of 50
ber 3. Stopovers allowed Uuffalo,
Niagara Falls and points east. For
other information, call on or address
F. L. Myers, agent A. T. & S, F.

ELECTRDC
LIGHTED)
TRAONS
Are operated by the

Between

TEXAS
And th

North
t

'

AnS ibe SemanS It such tbat
Soubt if you can buy iL

and

East

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,
And the

North, and West
BMwhii
OKLAHOMA
And the

North and East

Quick'asaWink!

0

,

d

Light Biscuits;
Light Cakes;
Light Pastry;
and,
Light Hearts,
TlieH--

tu N. Second
E.G. Garcia & Co

Demlng neeas one hundred new
Furniture stored and packed for
houses to supply the demand, and shipment Highest prices paid foe
needs them now. This demand con- lecond-hanhousehold goods.
.
tinues to grow.

l.o-pe- z

1

I Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor

Dealers In

t
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
THE BEST RESTAURANT IN THE CITY.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
REGULAR MEALS 25c
MEAL3 AT ALL HOURE
SHORT ORDCRS IN PROPORTION. . .
Wc serve the best the market affords both in meats and
vegetables, and the cooking lo uncurpcesed by any restaurant j
in the city. Try us once and be convinced. On the principal
street, next door east or the St. Elmo saloon. The street
cars pacs in front of our building.

silk-woo-

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

'
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Fortune Favors a Texan.
"Having distressing pains in head
back and stomach, and being without
appetite, I began to use Dr. King's New
Life Pills." writes W. P. Whitehead,
of Kennedale, Tex., "and soon felt like
a new man." Infallible In stomach and
liver troubles. Only 25c at all drug
With a few bottles of our celebrated
stores.
"Pllsener" beer, and a nice large piece
of "Diamond Ice," In your refrigerator,
ycu can enjoy life these warm days.
Electric Power to Irrigate.
New Orlens, La., Sept. 30. The Try it. Southwestern Brewery & Ice
Southern Pacific railroad Is behind a Co.
scheme for the epuipment of rice plan
Always In the Lead.
tations in Louisiana and Texas with
Whrn It comes to telling clothing
electric power for mill irrigation
machinery and fm niching goods, you can always
pumps and harvesting
Experts say the scheme will revolu 3afely wager that we lead the procestionize rice culture, as it solves the sion. Our latest Is '"Insured Clothing."
With every Fult or overcoat you get an
cheap irrigation question.
lionclud Insurance policy direct from
expecting
family
him
around
With
the manufacturer', which guarantees to
to die, and a son riding for life, 18 leplace every unsatisfactory garment
luiles, to get Dr. King's New Discovery with a new one free of charge to you.
for consumption, cough and colds, W. Call and see the goods. Simon Stern,
II. Brown, of Leesville, Ind., endured the Railroad avenue clothier.
death's agonies from asthma, but this
Copper, nu auu galvanized Iron
wonderful medicine gave Instant relief
work. Whitney company.
and soon cured him. Ho writes:
now sleep soundly every night.'' Like
Notice for Publication.
marvelous cures of consumption, pneu
(Small Holding Claim No. 17C3.)
monia, bronchitis, coughs, colds and Department
of the Interior, United
grip prove its matchless merit for all
Offlce, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Land
States
throat and lung troubles. Guaranteed
Sept. 24, 1302.
Trial bottles
bottles 60c and $1.00.
Notice Is hereby given that the folfree at all drug stores.
lowing named claimant has filed notice
o
New dress goods at The Economist of his Intention to make final proof in
as follows: New waitings, plain and support of his claim uiiucr sections 10
novelty ziuelines, new snow flaked nov and 17 or the act of March 3. 1891 (20
ltles, new Scotch novelties, new man Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
nish cloth In great variety, new basket February 21, 1893 127 Stats., 470). and
weaves, new coronation suiting, new that said proof will be made before
turne suitings, new broadcloth, new the clerk of the probate court at Alcamel hair suiting, new plaids, new buquerque, N. M., on November 10,
1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval,
l
trepe do chene.
In behalf of the hel rs of Teleffora
o
"DIAMOND ICE."
de Huiz, for the tract in sections
Nob. 7 and 8, Tp. 9 N.,jR. 3 E., New
Hay and Grain.
Mexico principal meridian.
Headquarters for all kinds of hay and
He uame3 the following witnesses
grain is at David A. Bittuer's. Special to prove
his actual continuous adverse
barley,
rolled
Kan
oats,
are
white
ties
possession of said tract for twenty
hay.
sas prairie and timothy
years next preceding the survey of the
o
township, viz:
Keep your wyt ou
Gregorlo Ilarela, Francisco Apodaca
Free lunch every da., from 10 o'clock y Molina. Junto Gutierrez. Amador
a. m. till 12 o'clock m. at Vendome ho Sanchez, all of Albuquerque, New Mextel
ico.
Any person who desires to protest
"CIAMONO ICE
apainit thj allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any subntantial reaCurtains! vurtains! Curtains!!!
TVo are flowing up t i date lace cur son under the laws and regulation
of
tains In Brussels net, ish point. Ara the interior department why such
b'an n't, Nottingham, Bobbinet and proof should not be allowed will be
muslin. Alter,. Febar 205 Railroad given an opportunity at the above mentivnue.
tioned time and place to cros examine
o
The Lancaster lit; leums have
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
world wide reputation for being thi offer evidence in rebuttal of that subtKt made. We have i iow a great va- - mitted by claimant.
rlety of these goods, Prlees to suit
MANUKL It. OTERO,
your pocket.
Register.

152

SO.

Our Specialty is Photographs of Children

impurities.

year, but we expect to restore It In
May instead of beginning in June, as
we old this year. The season of the
Flyer closes on September 30."
lhis statement Is Interesting at this
time because of the statements which
have been made concerning the success of the Flyer. It has been rumored
that tne Flyer did not prove to be a
good money maker, and that it would
not be operated next season. Evidently the Santa Fe officials are much
pleased with the success of the train,
and expect to make it a permanent
feature.

New 'Phots

Old 'Phone
HIS FIRST PANTS.

ive

Observation cafe cars, under the
management of Fred Harvey. Equipment ot the Uten and best design.

THE
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building there7';rhf y were met at the
IMPORTANT. '
Our store will be olosed all day
aepot by a number of friends and relaThursday. Leave orders with us Wed
tives.
J. Foley, of El Pbbo, who has been
A. D. Whltson, of the Whltson Muale. nesday.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
in the city several days returned home company, who- - was tip north the jast
last night.
fw weeks, returned to the city last
W. L. Brackett A Co.
V. P. Edie, of the Albuquerque wool night.
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave
scouring mills, was a passenger for
Mr. and Mrs. T. n. Benson, and nue, between Second and Third streets,
Las Vegas this morning.
daughter, Mrs, J. H. Pegue. returned have received a new rubber tiring
IT COSTS NO MORE THAN THE OTHER KIND JUd IS ABSOFather Coudert passed through the to the city last night from Bland, and machine and guarantee their work.
LUTELY GUARANTEED IN EVERY RESPECT ANY GARMENT
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
city this morning en route from Socor- will reside here In tne future.
NOT SATISFACTORY IN WEARING QUALITY CAN BE
RETURED
ro to his home at Bernalillo.
Mrs. W. J. Zlrhut is reported quite
TO THE MANUFACTURER AND A NEW GARMENT WILL BE
Notice.
Miss Nellie Brewer left last night 111, and two physicians consulted over
TO
SENT
YOU
FREE OF CHARGE IN ITS PLACE. OUR
The Rico Cafe will open with
for Belen, where she will teach the her caro last night. The lady has a
next.
Thursday
on
rxand
dinner
ery high fever, nnd It Is feared that
public schools at that place.
O. DINSDALE. Proprietor.
Miss Marie Wlncheck, who has been the has typhoid fever.
IS IT STYLE, COMFORT
AND
spending a month at different Pacific
Piccalilli.
The retail department of the wholeQUALITY YOU ARE
WEARING
New Mexico Piccalilli made to order
coast resorts, is expected home this sale liquor establishment of Bachecht
LOOKING FOR IN YOUR SHOES7
& Gloml has been treated to a new In any quantity by Henry Goeti, chef
week.
YOU WILL FIND THEM COMBINED
IN THE CELEBRATED
Mr. and Mrs. Alessandro Baca, who dress of wall paper and a new coat of at Sturges' restaurant. Leave orders
SOROSIS
ARE REALLY MASTER PIECE8 OF FINE TAILORING.
WE
at 1023 North Second street.
BRAND AT A PRICE THAT MEANS
were marled here last Saturday, left paint. Fixing up for the fair.
HAVE THEM IN ALL THE NEW FABRICS AND NEW CUTS-TH- REE
A SAVING IN YOUR SHOE BILL.
this morning for their future home at
The boys' at the Are department
AND FOUR BUTTON 8ACK8, 8QUARE CUTS AND ALSO
IMPORTANT.
Style 1 Coin toe, military heel, meMadrid, N. M.
have become very ambitious. They
THE NEW
will be closed all day
store
Our
OUR
PRICES
dium sole.
The Silver avenue livery stable has were caught today cleaning house, no Thursday. Leave orders with us WedWILL STAND FAVORABLE COMPARISON WITH ANYTHING IN
Style 9 Wide tee, low heel, heavy
come out with some fine new signs. doubt getting everything clean and In nesday.
THE TERRITORY. SUITS OF THE HIGHEST CLASS RANGE
ole.
They are In keeping with the coming order before their undoubtedly busy
FROM $14.00 to $22.00 AS 8TATED BEFORE
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Style 21 Coin toe, cloth top, light
time during the fair.
fair decorations.
sole.
Notrco.
Excelsior lodee, Degree of Honor
Dr. Carnes and W. Y. Walton have
Style 27 Wide toe, box calf, heavy
I am compelled, henceforth, to deny
returned from a week's nuntlng trip in v lil meet In regular session tomorrow
sole.
the Manzano mountains. They report (Wednesday) night at 7:45. Initiation responsibility for debts Incurred by
Style 25 Round toe, patent leather,
having had a nice trip and having seen of candidate, refreshments, etc. All my wife.
C. L. COi.BY.
turn sole.
some bear signs, but brought back no members requested to be present. Vis
T
Call Early- Itlng members invited to attend. Etta
trophy.
WILL BE MAILED TO YOU DIRECT BY THE MAKERS OF THIS
and avoid the rush at Futrelle's FurStyles
Sister Nolasco, who has been Sister B. Allison, recorder.
HIGH GRADE CLOTHING. THIS POLICY IS AN IRON-CLAThe Allison block on North First niture Co.'s Get your extra cots, bedSister Superior at St. Vincent's in thi
AGREEMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURER TO YOU THAT ANY
city will go to Santa Fe to be SlBter street, which was condemned last week ding, etc. Everything to furnish the
GARMENT NOT SATISFACTORY WILL BE REPLACED TO YOU
Superior of the sanitarium. Sister Ur- on account of the walls being cracked house.
FREE OF CHARGE. ASK YOURSELF IF ANY CONCERN COULD
sula, who has, been Sister Superior at up the rides, is being repaired. The
Home made bread, cakes and pics
CANNED GOODS,
SIGN SUCH AN AGREEMENT UNLESS ITS
CLOTHING WERE
Rico
Cafe,
building,
occupies
the
which
long
Fe
Santa
Banitarium
a
the
for
501
rs.
Ackers,
avenue.
at
Keleher
to be nutritious and wholeBome, must
OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY. SUCH IS OUR LATEST OFFER,
be the best that money can buy, and time, left yesterday for Cincinnati to lave continued to do business, the en
AND WE ASK YOU TO CALL AND SEE THE GOODS.
If hoarhound Is disagreeable to the
trance being In the rear.
none but the most reliable, true and reside.
butterscotch,
try
Delaney's
taste,
MIes
popular
Tierney,
Mamie
by
John.S.
the
Bell
Trimble
to
F.
returned
J.
El Paso
tried brands are offered
o
opooooooooooooo
& Co. Deleterious
effects on the last evening. Mr. Trimble, who is young daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Mrs. H. E. Snerman, dressmaKer and
health follow th9 use of Inferior goods. manager of the Trimble Transfer com Tierney, has returned from her long ladles' tailor, No. 217 South Second
What we sell we know are pure, fresh pany, of EI Paso, was here buying a visit with relatives and friends at street
and wholesome as they are delicious bus and some horses to be Used on Burlington, Iowa. Miss Mamie could
You get your money's worth when
In flavor, preserving the natural taste their line. He reports business good not remain away any longer, as she
and excellent prospects for a progress was wanted here to help the other you buy "Diamond Ice." Southwestof the fruit or vegetables or meat.
Albuquerqueans make the territorial ern Brewery & Ice Co.
ive business.
Mrs. E. C. Whltson, president of the fair a great success.
tor The Dally Citizen.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, who mixes
local Woman'B Relief Corps, expects
o
to leave tomorrow morning for Wash base ball with that ot law, proving
What's the use of coughing all the 5sXD0OeXDeX5eX3eX3OeX3eX3eK)0C
grand
Ington, D. C, to attend the national en
success In both occupations, Is time when "Delaney's" home made
campment of the Grand Army of the here today from Las Vegas. He re- hoarhound drops will cure It.
Nos. 118 and 129 South Second St
Republic and the Woman's Relief grets that he fell down on his proposi
Professor Di Mauro, Violinist.
CorpB, which occurs at that place Oc tion to see Las Vegas represented at'
OCOOOXOOOCXXOOOOO
Teacher of violin and mandolin to
the territorial fair by a professional
tober 6 to 10.
All the Jewish stores In the city base ball club, but says he will attend perfection, and also furnish the best
will be closed on Thursday, which Is and yell for the Albuquerques at the orchestra music In the territory, for
dancing and concerts in any kind of
the Jewish New Year. The stores will ball tournament.
THEY FIT, THEY WEAR, THEY SATISFY.
THESE SHOES
It la understood that the promoters opera music desired.
close at 6 o'clock Wednesday and will
ARE STRONG AND SERVICEABLE AND MADE IN SHAPES THAT
be closed until 6 o'clock Thursday of the new bank have ordered all the
C F. MYERS and WM. MclNTO SH, Proprietors.
evening. This is quite an event In Jew- necessary fixtures, and have taken a GENTLEMENt
FIT THE GROWING FEET AND COST NO MORE THAN MANY INsamour
new
Call
examine
fall
and
ish circles and will be observed by ev lease on the corner store room of the
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
FERIOR BRANDS; S to 8, S1.25; 8'2 to 12, 51.50;
2' to 2, $1.75;
eryone who professes that religion.
Colubbus Hotel building, now occupied
.
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
by
CONGO LA AND BOX CALF.
E.
H.
. '
Fox,
Fox
Mr.
has
Jeweler.
At the last meeting of the Eagles
style,
price
quality,
compels
and
tne lodge unanimously resolved to pre been given thirty days, so it Is stated,
COME IN AND TRY THEM ON.
you to be our customer,
,
GLAD TO SHOW THEM.
sent Geo. K. Neher a gold badge, In ap to secure other quarters, so the bank Nettleton Tailoring Agency. 215 8.
STEEL RANGES
promoters
open
up
to
for
desire
preciation of his valuable services In
Second Street. "
possible.
as
as
business
Boon
organizing the lodge and helping In
COOK STOVES,
'
every possible way to make it a credit
Wednesday evening begins the Jew
MADAME PHILIPPS.
203 RAILROAD AVENUE.
.BASE BURNERS.
and benefit to the city. A committee ish New Year. Services will be held
has the matter of procuring the medal at Temple Albert, corner West Gold
; MONEY
Repairs for all makes of stoves.
have them In 7 and
lengths In charge and H will be a neat avenue and Seventh street, at 7:45 p.
TC; LAN.
m, Wednesday and 10 a. m. Thursday.
Order your repairs now before the
Km aiamonas, watcnen, etc.. or any at 35c and 50c a pair. ..Also a full line souvenir.
Booa security; also bousehoM goods of felt slippers, Juliettes and lace
The front of the store building oc Special musical' programs have been
cold arrives. It helps you and helps
stored with me; strictly confidential. shoes. C. May's Popular Priced Shoe cupied by the Foster Millinery compa prepared. Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan will
us.
Highest cash price paid for household Store, 208 West
Wednesday
evening
speak
on
"Count
ny,
receiving
new
a
is
coat of paint.
Railroad avenue.
goods. ADtomatle 'phone 120.
Thursday
ing
morning
Time;"
on
the
The lire department made a short
T. A. WH1TTEN. 114 Gold avenue
, .
New goods arriving fast; something
We buy In carloads and make
run at 3:30 this morning. The cause sermon will bion "God's Voice and
;
i
o
new daily at The Economist.
Man's Answer."1! The public is wel-- .
jobbing prices.
lowest
was
In
of
the
a
alarm
small
blaze
the
) ...
i. d",.
CITY NEWS.
Deming has a magnificent school rear of the Vendome hotel, several come.
No. 218 South Second Street.
system.
Rev. Mark Hodgson and Rev. Robert Is closing out her hair dressing and
boxes having caught fire from the ash
Deming, the coming city of New pit. The blaze was soon extinguished Hodgson, and Rev. vv. D. Clayton re manicuring parlors.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Switches, wigs
turned to the city this morning after and bangs, powders, creams and hair
Demlng, the railroad center of New Mexico.
and no damage was done.
Deming water la chemically pure
attending the Methodist conference at tonics all will be sold at a great
Heiico.
The press of the city chronicled the
equal to Polan Springs.
El Paso. The former is returned to
Connell-HunlnocDoming, the gateway to the best
marriage
having
as
Deming water and pure ozone make
Highland Methodist church, while
the
Old
of
Mexico.
misart
curred at Los Lunas, whicu was a
strong and healthy people.
Rev. Robert Hodgson Is returned to
Window shades in all colors and
No tuberculosis preservaltne or col- take. Miss Emma Hunlng and Walter Jallup and was reappointed presiding
MONEYlOLOANOji
Connell were married at the church of
Widths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad oring In Matthews' Jersey mlln
elder of the Albuquerque district. Rev.
'
Conception
mornSunday
Immaculate
On diamonds, watches or any good
Special on ladles' fancy neck ribbon,
Deming Is a great health resort-- has
Messer passed through to Cerrillos,
no superior in climate for the cure ing and will make their home wWi the where he will be stationed another security. Great bargains la watches
worth 35c. only 19c, at The Economist.
et every description.
mother of the bride, Mrs. Louis Hunear, and Rev. Huggett got off the. rs
Mexican drawn work In endless va- of pulmonary troubles.
a w. tr Mrne
A. H. tuNOW,
lng,
Erwho
recently
Into
moved
the
Look
Into
Kleinwort's marked on
riety tt Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
train at Socorro and will remain at 209 Booth Second street, few doors
Sec-enproperty
Meyers
nest
on
North
North
Third
avenue.
street He has the nicest
Magdalena.
north ot vcstoSe.
street.
la Dentins: you can buy lots for $100 fresi meats In the city.
A Comedy Creation.
will pay yon 100 per cent ii iaas
We are solo agents tor Wheeler ft
At a meeting of committees from the
than twelve months.
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fi- clgarmakers' and typographical unions
The next and perhaps the best attraIn alexican' crswn
we are ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
it was decided to call a meeting for ction which the patrons of the theatre
showing a big assortment.
Why buy high priced lots when you the third Sunday in October to make will have the opportunity of witnessAlbert
raber, 339 Railroad avenue.
can get them cheap In Deming now, an effort to organize other branches of ing, will be that ever lasting and
Deming! Have you been there? It with certain advance assured?
labor in Albuquerque and also a trades laughable comedy, scenes, and most
not, you shrnild gt there for the big
Agricultural lands Id Deming are un- assembly with delegates from each un As a dramatic performance both press
sale of lots on the ;7th of this month. surpassed for fertility, production of
ion. The hour and place of meeting and public are high In praise of it. It
Denung! Dont overlook It If you fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
will be announced later.
There are is filled up with startling situations,
are looking for a sale and paying inWe carry the largest variety of lin- several branches of trade which are laugTtable comedy, scenes, and moat
vestment.
oleums and oil cloths In this city. anxlons to organize and no doubt this pleoslng specialties.
It will be en
In Deming another good Lotel Is Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Oct. 2nd.
on
Hall
at
Colombo
will
the
be
done.
needed to accommodate the enormous
Increase of population.
J. P. Sturdivant, a wealthy planter
W. V. Wolvin, D. D. S.. Dental Surof De Mopalis, Alabama, died at the geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
60x75 60x75.
t Tl"
Fresh Cut Flowers,
' IVES,
I
THE FLORIST.
To New York City and return. Tick- St. Joseph hospital yesterday after- (.lock. Both 'phones.
on sale October 1 to 3 inclusive; noon. Mr. Sturdivant had been a paets
A pair of overgaiters will enalile you
In the hospital for one week, havto wear out your low shoes without return limit October 14. F. L. Myers, tient
ing come here from Chicago. He has
any danger of catching a cold. We Agent.
lived in EI Paso for the last th.-eyears. His wife arrived from El Paso
DRY GOODS
GOLDEN
in
is
few clays ago. The remains were
c r -'
.
'I
.
o taken charge of by O. W. Strong &
o Sons and were shipped to De Mopalis,
o
FOR EVERYTHING IN
2
s Alabama, last night.
C. C. Hall, the weii known mer
o
o chants' broker, has decoratud his office
Goods
Dry Goods, Clothing,
We have just received oo In the Cromwell block in a very artiso tic manner. A number of beautiful Na
CXOOCODCOOCOCOOCO
the new stiff and soft s vajo rugs have been placed on the
o
and the walls give forth the asstyles direct from the fac- oo floor
pect of cheerfulness. Quaint plaques
o richly wrought baskets and figured
tory.
o
o ollas, obtained by Mr. Hall of the
The Best Food Chopper Made,
are arranged with artistic effect.
o
Derbies
Fully Gurauteed
Mr. and Mrs. Hall will vacate their
:S
The Eagle brand stylish o home on North Walter eireet and
r? board for the winter at the Gorham
Has steeljcutters and it
derby only
house. Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Edgar will
grinds meats, vegeta-lO
g
your inspection. Largest stock ot
o occupy the vacated residence.
open
tor
now
are
Btopped
tables,
nuts etc. capacity
Mrs.
Mr.
Fred Hermann
and
s
Albuquerque.
ever
brought
to
evening
on
a
over
short
3-- 4
last
time
Merchandise
here
lbs.
meat per minute.
,( We have a full line of !5 their way from Chicago to their new
Can
be
taken apart inhome In Williams, Arizona. Mrs. Her
OUTING
TRAVELING
stantly for cleaning.
mann, formerly Miss Grace Dodd, Is a
HATS AND CAPS at very
very popular young lady and has many
friends in this city. Her husband is
1
'.reasonable prices.
well known here, having had charge of
the Harvey news and curio department
for two years. He was given charge
of a department In Chicago, but did
not like living In the metropolis. Mr.
'Phones:
Aut 248; Bell, 85.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
and Mrs. Hermann left here last evenAlbuquerque, N. 1Z.
Boutn First street.
ing for Williams, where he has been
exxxxxxxxxxooooooooooooooo
assigned as manager of the fine curio

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Buy Insured Clothing!

Sorosis Shoes for Women!

HIGH ART FALL SUITS.
TWO-BUTTO-

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

A FREE INSURANCE POLICY

All

$3.50

e.eSIMON STERN.ee
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

O-

J. L. BELL

"

& CO.

E. J. POST & CO

...Little Red School House Shoes...

HARDWARE.

r

N

T.: MUENSTERMAN

I

'

Is your sight good?

g

IF NOT GO TO
t

-

d

.

$$$$$$$$

S.

THE

Southwestern

e

h

te SON
VNN Opticians

COMPANY

RULE

Stetson Hats!

Their Optical Department Complete every
Respect.
Doors North of the Postofflce

Shoes, Furnishing

:fore

Mo-qtil-

JUST 50c

Men, Women and Children

$4.00

...Our

Fall and Winter Goods...

.

$2.50

GOLDEN RULE

E. L. WASHBURN

Dry Goods Company

Whitney

Company

